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Abstract 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the latest mobile network technology 

published by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).  It might 

become a dominant technology for the next generation and it is attract-

ing a great deal of attention from the top global corporations. 

IxLoad is a real-world traffic emulator, designed by the test solution 

provider Ixia. Mobile Packet Gateway (MPG) has been developed by 

Ericsson and is a commercial network equipment to provide a smart 

interface between mobile network (Global System for Mobile Communi-

cation (GSM), Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), 

LTE) and internet for operators’ network. In this thesis, MPG is utilized 

to assess the capacity and LTE functionality of IxLoad. Capacity estima-

tion will verify the maximum simulated users that can be supported by 

IxLoad and will test the maximum throughput IxLoad can achieve with 

a particular number of simulated users, under conditions involving a 

particular application scenario such as browsing HTTP. In addition to 

Session Management some other features such as Track Area Update 

and Handover, Busy Hour Functionality, Deep Packet Inspection, Mul-

tiple Access Point Names (APNs) and Dynamic Quality of Service 

Enforcement are also covered in the functionality assessment.  

Moreover, this thesis gives a brief introduction to Evolved Packet Sys-

tem (EPS), Evolved Packet Core (EPC), and to the functionality of MPG 

in addition to the role of MPG in EPS. Meanwhile the newest features of 

IxLoad are also presented in this document. Finally, as the outcome of 

this thesis, several suggestions are proposed in relation to improve-

ments for IxLoad and MPG. 

 

Keywords: LTE (Long Term Evolution), IxLoad traffic emulator, (MPG) 

Mobile Packet Gateway  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Problem Motivation  

More than 2 billion subscribers are using 3GPP Second Generation 

technology GSM and the Third Generation technology Universal Mobile 

Telecommunication System (UMTS) for mobile communication and it 

suggests that 3GPP has been a resounding success. LTE is the latest 

mobile network technology published by 3GPP.  According to the report 

from Global mobile Suppliers Association (GSA), 110 operators in 48 

countries will invest in LTE networks and at least 45 LTE networks are 

expected to be in the service by the end of 2012 [1].  

As a world-leading provider of telecommunication equipment, Ericsson 

has committed itself to inventing products and services in relation to 

LTE. With the equipments supplied by Ericsson, the Swedish-Finnish 

operator TeliaSonera launches the world’s first commercial LTE network 

in Stockholm. MPG is a mature product of Ericsson, combining Serving 

Gateway in addition to PDN Gateway functionality, and is also 

simultaneously supporting GSM, WCDMA and LTE traffic. Ixia is a 

global-leading provider of IP performance test systems, offering several 

products and solutions for LTE network elements test. IxLoad is one of 

these products and is able to emulate LTE traffic. Ericsson provides the 

MPG test environment and the thesis workers to Ixia in order to assess 

the performance of IxLoad. 

1.2 Overall Aim  

This master thesis aims to assess the capacity and LTE functionality of 

IxLoad in the Ericsson MPG environment and to find a feasible solution 

towards improving the IxLoad. A set of test cases will be presented to 

prove whether IxLoad has offered a satisfactory quality in the LTE 

testing. All the test cases are designed based on the capacity features 

and LTE functionalities. In addition to results of each test case, several 

suggestions for improving Ixia IxLoad and Ericsson MPG will be pro-

posed as the outcome of this thesis. 
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1.3 Scope 

This thesis focuses on the verification of the IxLoad performance in an 

Ericsson MPG environment. In this report, the background of LTE 

networks and the main features of MPG related to the thesis will be 

stated initially. Following this, IxLoad will be introduced specifically 

with the LTE features. The most important contribution of this thesis is 

the development of and presentation of a list of concrete test cases that 

can measure and verify the performance of IxLoad.  In addition to the 

list, test results based on these test cases are presented, as well as in-

sights and lessons learned from these experiments. Results and sugges-

tions for further improvements will be shared with both Ixia and Erics-

son. 

1.4 Concrete and Verifiable Goals 

This thesis focuses on assessing the capacity and some central function-

alities of IxLoad on the LTE traffic simulation. The target of capacity 

assessment is to compare the real performance of IxLoad in the MPG 

environment with experimental performance from the Ixia lab environ-

ment [2]. The functionality assessment aims to assess the LTE features 

offered by IxLoad.   

The capacity assessment covers the maximum number of simulated 

users that IxLoad can support and the maximum throughput that can be 

achieved by IxLoad, under certain conditions.  

In addition to Session Management such as Track Area Update and 

Handover, some other features including Busy Hour Functionality, 

Deep Packet Inspection, Multiple APNs in addition to the  Dynamic 

Quality of Service Enforcement will also be verified in the functional 

assessment. 

Finally, some constructive suggestions are desired by Ixia for improving 

IxLoad. Furthermore, the test cases developed during the thesis can be 

used by Ericsson to improve and verify the quality of MPG. 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 introduces the background knowledge of the UMTS and LTE 

packet core network, as well as the particular protocols used in the LTE 

core network, such as eGTP and Diameter. 
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Chapter 3 states several functionalities of the MPG that are related to the 

thesis work. This part focuses on the session management, service 

charging and Quality of Service (QoS) treatment. 

Chapter 4 is a brief outline of the features of IxLoad. In this chapter, 

eGTP features are particularly highlighted, in comparison of those of the 

previous thesis [3] . 

Chapter 5 shows two test environments used in the thesis: the back to 

back test environment that is only associated with the Ixia Chassis and 

MPG environment, which Ericsson MPG is involved in. 

Chapter 6 presents all the test cases used to evaluate the IxLoad capacity 

and features in the MPG or back to back test environment.  Each test 

case is illustrated in the form of purpose, expected results, configuration 

as well as verification and results. 

Chapter 7 aims to provide some feedback to both Ixia and Ericsson. For 

Ixia, some improvement suggestions for the IxLoad are given based on 

the issues which arose. Several suggestions for the MPG are also stated 

as the feedback to Ericsson. 

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis work and offers some proposals for 

future work. 

1.6 Work Distribution 

Yue Peng and Tang Zhiqiang cooperated together during the entire 

thesis project.  All the test cases are simulated together and each of the 

authors has been responsible for 50% of the thesis report in every chap-

ter. 
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2 Related Work 
This thesis is the extension of master thesis “Assessment of Ixload in a 

GGSN Environment” [3]. Previous thesis focuses on 2G/3G technology. 

This thesis concentrates on 4G LTE technology. This chapter will give a 

short introduction of the 3G UMTS core network and provide more 

detail of the background knowledge of the 4G LTE core network. 

2.1 Evolved Packet Core Network Background 

In recent years, data consumption services, such as mobile TV, location 

based service and online game have been growing at a rapid rate. The 

global mobile data traffic has increased by an approximate factor of 2.6 

from 2009 to 2010 [4]. Cisco Visual Networking Index forecasts that 

mobile data traffic will increase by a factor of 39 between 2009 and 2014 

as data consumption will double during each year. In 2014, 1.5 billion 

machines will be connected to a mobile network and more than 5.6 

billion subscribers will use data service [5].  Mobile data service appears 

to be overtaking the position of voice service in the operator developing 

strategies, which also drives the evolution of the networks. 

2.2 UMTS Packet Core Network 

The Third Generation (3G) of mobile network is represented in the 

GSM-domain by UMTS, which is specified by 3GPP. The most common 

form of UMTS uses Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCD-

MA) as its underlying air interface. WCDMA specifies the 5MHz wide 

channel, which is significantly more than GSM.  
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Figure 2-1 Architecture of UMTS [4] 

 

Figure 2-1 shows the overall architecture of the UMTS system, consist-

ing of the radio access network and core network. The core network is 

essentially divided into the Circuit Switched (CS) domain and the Packet 

Switched (PS) domain. The PS core network is responsible for setting up, 

routing, controlling and terminating the PS data calls. Packet switched 

elements are Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) , Gateway GPRS 

Support Node (GGSN) and the Packet Data Network (PDN), as shown 

in the shaded portion of Figure 2-1. 

An SGSN manages to deliver the data packets from one Base Station to 

another within its geographical service area. It handles the communica-

tion with User Equipment (UE) and the establishing of the connection 

between UE and the PDN.  

GGSN is the main component in the PS core network, which is inter-

working between the internal GPRS network and external packet 

switched network. GGSN is responsible for IP address assignment and 

is the default router for the connected UE. The GGSN also performs 

authentication and charging functions [7]. GGSN forwards the downlink 

IP packets from PDN to SGSN through the Gn interface and exchanges 

the uplink IP packets from SGSN to PDN via the Gi interface.  
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2.3 LTE Packet Core Network 

As a pre-4th Generation (4G) technology, LTE constructs a new network 

system, called EPS. EPS consists of EPC and an evolved access network, 

offering a totally new experience to the subscribers with broadband 

access and many applications. 

 
Figure 2-2 LTE Packet Core Network architecture overview [8] 

Figure 2-2 illustrates the EPC Network architecture, nodes and 

interfaces. The main function of EPC is to provide a packet-switched 

service as well as service and bearer level management such as QoS. 

Figure 2-2 shows that EPC is not only supporting LTE and non-3GPP 

access networks, but also backward compatible with 2G GSM and 3G 

WCDMA radio network. This thesis will concentrate on the basic EPS 

architecture of LTE, as shown in Figure 2-3. It consists of Evolved Base 

Stations (eNodeB), Mobility Management Entity (MME), Serving 

Gateway (SGW), Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW), and Policy and 

Charging Rules Function (PCRF). 
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Figure 2-3 Basic EPS architecture for LTE [8] 

2.3.1 eNodeB 

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) 

consists of eNodeBs, which provide the radio interface for UEs and are 

responsible for the complete radio resource management in LTE. 

eNodeB holds the air interface stack and the networking stack. In LTE, 

eNodeB integrates some of the features of the Radio Network Controller 

(RNC) in the 3G network [9].  

 According to the 3GPP standard, when UE starts up, eNodeB will 

manage the radio resource for UE at the Uplink/Downlink 

(UL/DL) bearer level, i.e, the bearer rate enforcement, radio ad-

mission control and the uplink and downlink transmission alloca-

tion.  

 When a packet reaches eNodeB, it will perform the header com-

pression and user plane ciphering, i.e. compress the IP header, 

encrypt the data stream, add the GTP header to the payload and 

then send it to the SGW. 

 eNodeB is also responsible for the MME selection, based on the 

information provided by UE. 

eNodeBs are allowed to interconnect with each other via the X2 

interface, which is used for the handover. 
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2.3.2 MME 

The Mobility Management Entity (MME) is the crucial control node in 

the LTE network. It is responsible for all the control plane functions 

related to subscribers and session management. More specifically, MME 

has the following main functions [10]. 

 Handle the location update and subscribers’ roaming. 

 Execute track area list management and paging 

 In charge of subscribers’ authentication as well as Non-Access-

Stratum (NAS) signaling security. 

 Take care of PGW and SGW selection. 

 Deal with inter core network signaling for mobility between 

3GPP access network. 

 Responsible for bearer management, including dedicated bearer 

establishment. 

Since the MME carries out all the functions related to subscribers and 

session management, each eNodeB should be connected to at least one 

MME via the S1 interface and MME must store the subscription 

information in addition to the location information for each subscriber 

registered in this MME. To be able to obtain the subscription 

information, MME is connected to the Home Subscriber Server (HSS), 

which contains the subscription details for each mobile user who is 

authorized by the operator. 

2.3.3 Serving Gateway 

Serving Gateway (SGW) is the termination point of the user plane 

interface towards eNodeB. Each eNodeB should connect to at least one 

SGW and one SGW can serve several eNodeBs simultaneously in terms 

of load capacity. The main functions of SGW are as follows. 

 Packet routing and forwarding 

When there is no NAS connection between the subscriber and access 

network, the subscriber is in EPS Connection Management (ECM) – 

IDLE state. For the subscribers in idle state, once the SGW receives 

the user’s data from PGW, the SGW firstly buffers the downlink 

packets and then initiates the network triggered service request pro-

cedure. For the subscribers in the ECM-CONNECTED state, it can be 

described by means of two different scenarios. In the downlink, the 

SGW receives the IP packets from PGW and routes them to a particu-

lar eNodeB which covers the subscriber that these packets belong to. 

In the uplink, the SGW forwards the IP packets received from 
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eNodeB to a particular PGW determined by MME or the subscrip-

tion information of the sender. 

 Mobility anchoring for inter-3GPP network 

SGW also acts as an anchor for the inter-eNodeB handover and for 

inter-3GPP (GSM, WCDMA, LTE) mobility. 

 Charging 

SGW supports the generation of the billing record per UE or bearer, 

and hence it resolves any inter-operator charging problems that may 

arise in the case where a roaming subscriber has to access SGW of 

visited mobile network. 

2.3.4 PDN Gateway 

Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW) provides the connectivity be-

tween the internal EPS and the external PDNs and terminates the SGi 

interface towards the PDNs. A UE is able to connect to more than one 

PGW if it requires to gain access to more than one PDN.  

The functions of PGW are included for both GPRS Tunnelling Protocol 

(GTP) based and the Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP) based S5/S8.  

 PGW supports the packet filtering on a per user basis, for exam-

ple, it supports the Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) which enables 

advanced network and user services management. 

 PGW is responsible for the UE IP address allocation and the 

transport level packet marking in both uplink and downlink. It 

also performs the service level gating control and rate enforce-

ment through rate policing and shaping [8]. 

 Referring to the bearer QoS, PGW communicates with PCRF via 

the Gx interface to determine the bearer properties, such as the 

UL/DL rate enforcement based on the APN Aggregate Maximum 

Bit Rate (AMBR).  

2.3.5 Policy and Charging Rules Function 

Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) is the policy and charging 

control element, which is responsible for both the network based policy 

control handling including the service data detection, gating control and 

QoS control and flow-based charging control towards the Policy and 

Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF). In the LTE core network, PCRF 

acts as an intelligent device based on the ongoing traffic or existing 

configuration that triggers events towards PGW.  
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In a non-roaming scenario, only one single PCRF is sufficient with one 

IP Connectivity Access Network (IP-CAN) session of UE.  

In a roaming scenario with a local breakout of traffic, there might be two 

PCRFs associated with one UE’s IP-CAN session, the Home PCRF (H-

PCRF) and Visited PCRF (V-PCRF) [9].  

2.4 Protocol 

2.4.1 GTP 

GTP is used for constructing the GTP tunnel between two nodes in 

order to separate traffic flow. The original version of GTP is version 0, 

standardized by European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

(ETSI). The prime target of this protocol is to cater to the specific re-

quirements of GSM. The later version of GTP has been improved by 

3GPP in 3G UMTS. Meanwhile version 0 has quickly been replaced by 

version 1, because of the security problem. At the end of 2008, GTP 

version 2 was published by 3GPP. In the new release of GTP, the GTP 

control protocol has been upgraded from GTPv1-C to GTPv2-C to 

enhance the bearer handling.  

GTP consists of two main components: GTP-C and GTP-U. GTP-C is 

used for signaling on the control plane and GTP-U is used to transmit 

user data on the user plane [10]. More specifically, three versions of 

GTP-C and two versions of GTP-U have been develped, as shown in 

Figure 2-4. In addition, GTP prime (GTP’) also belongs to GTP. GTP’ has 

the same message structure as GTP-C and GTP-U, but the function of 

GTP’ is to carry charging data to the billing centre.  
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Figure 2-4 GTP version tree 

GTP-C and GTP-U 

To specify the source and destination of the GTP tunnel, each endpoint 

of the GTP tunnel is identified with Tunnel endpoint Identifier (TEID), 

IP address and a UDP port number. The value of TEID is assigned by 

the tunnel endpoint at the receiving side of the GTP tunnel. Tunnel 

endpoints exchange TEID with GTP-C messages. The TEID value is a 

consequence of the negotiation with a control plane protocol GTP-C. In 

addition to tunnel management (set up, modify, maintain, delete), GTP-

C also conducts location management. During the handover, GTP-C 

exchanges the moving users’ information between the two nodes. Figure 

2-5 shows the protocol stack of GTPv2-C. 
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Figure 2-5 GTPV2-C stack [11] 

GTP-U is used for user data packets transmission via GTP tunnels. 

Specifically, a GTP-U tunnel conveys user original packet (Transport 

Protocol Data Unit (T-PDU)) and a signaling message from the GTP-U 

sending endpoints (ingress GTP tunnel) to the receiving endpoints 

(egress GTP tunnel). At the ingress GTP tunnel, T-PDU is encapsulated 

with a GTP header, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and IP header. If the 

size of the resulting IP packet is larger than the Maximum Transmitted 

Unit (MTU), then the fragmentation should be performed according to 

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Request For Command 

(RFC) 791 for an outer layer of IPv4 or IETF RFC 2460 for an outer layer 

of IPv6. The TEID obtained from GTP-C is tagged in the head of GTP 

header so that GTP-U can identify which tunnel a particular T-PDU 

belongs to. As a result, fragmented packets can be multiplexed and de-

multiplexed by GTP-U between two GTP-U tunnel endpoints, so as to 

share expensive resources. At the egress GTP tunnel, received 

fragmented packets are reassembled. Then these reassembled packets 

are passed to IP/UPD/GTP-U. Hence T-PDU is recovered. The GTPv1-U 

protocol stack is illustrated in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6 GTPv1-U stack [12] 

eGTP 

3GPP outlines the Evolved GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (eGTP) with two 

separate specifications: GTPv1-U and GTPv2-C [13]. The following 

sections will introduce more details of GTPv1-U and GTPv2-C from the 

perspective of the interface based on 3GPP. 

3GPP 29.274 [11] defines that the GTPv2-C should be used across the 

seven EPC signaling interfaces: S3, S4, S5, S8, S10, S11 and S16. This 

master thesis will concentrate on S5-C and S11-C, which are the most 

important interfaces of the control plan in MPG.  

S5 is the IP interface between SGW and PGW. S5-C provides the bearer 

management between the two gateways. There are two protocol options 

for S5. The former is a GTP based variant. The release 8 of 3GPP applies 

GTPv2-C to the control plane of S5 and GTPv1-U to the user plane of S5. 

The latter is a PMIP based variant. PMIP-C and PMIP-U are used for the 

control plane and the user plane of S5 respectively. The interface S11-C 

takes charge of carrying the control signaling between MME and SGW. 

In contrast to that of the S5, the GTPv2-C is the only protocol supported 

by the interface S11-C in the release 8 of 3GPP. 
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Figure 2-7 eGTP in the interfaces of EPS 

3GPP 29.281 [14] defines that the GTPv1-U is used on the S1-U, X2, S4, 

S5, S8 and S12 interfaces of the EPS. To evaluate the performance of 

MPG in the case of heavy traffic, this thesis will provide a brief introduc-

tion of S1-U and focus on X2-U and S5-U interfaces.  

The S1-U is responsible for conveying the user traffic between eNodeB 

and SGW. If the negotiation between eNodeB, MME and SGW via S1-

MME and S11 is successful, then S1-U adopts the negotiated parameters 

such as TEID to build up GTP tunnel for the user data transmission. The 

X2-U is in charge of transporting the user data packets between the 

eNodeBs. For example, the user plane of eNodeBs A and B connect via 

X2-U. When the subscriber moves from eNodeB A to B, the interface X2-

U is used for a short duration to forward the buffered packets from 

eNodeB A to B. The interface S5-U takes charge of the user plane data 

tunnel creation between SGW and PGW. Once the two gateways reach 

an agreement via S5-C, S5-U establishes a GTP tunnel as a bridge con-

necting SGW and PGW. The GTP protocol stack of the interfaces X2, S1, 

S5, S11 is presented in Figure 2-7. 

2.4.2 Diameter 

Diameter is a protocol used for Authentication, Authorization, and 

Accounting (AAA). The protocol name Diameter comes from Remote 

Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) in the sense that the 

radius is half of the diameter. With the rapid growth of mobile Internet, 

traditional AAA protocols such as RADIUS lack sufficient capability to 

handle more and more complex network access scenarios. Diameter has 

been developed in order to satisfy these requirements. It not only sup-

ports more network access scenarios with better security, but also pro-
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vides improved failure handling and thus offers a more reliable message 

deliveryand in addition it has better extensibility. The core of the Diame-

ter is the Diameter Based Protocol. The additional extension of Diameter 

is called application. Several applications, such as, Diameter Credit 

Control Application, Diameter Mobile IPv4 Application, Diameter 

Network Access Server Application, have been  extended based on 

Diameter Based Protocol. 

Diameter Based Protocol 

Diameter Based Protocol (DBP) is promoted by IETF and is defined in 

RFC3588 which specifies the minimum requirement for the implementa-

tion of Diameter [15]. One advantage of DBP is that it is still sufficiently 

feasible for it to provide embedded system implementation, while it 

performs more complex functionality than RAIDUS.  

DBP communication is on the basis of a transport level connection. A 

reliable transmission is achieved by utilizing either TCP or SCTP to 

convey DBP messages. As the transport connection of the two Diameter 

peers is established successfully, they can exchange basic information to 

discover the other’s identities and capability. It then becomes possible 

for each of them to assume the other’s role. In addition to performing 

basic access control at the edge of network, the Diameter client starts to 

forward authentication information and service specific authorization 

information to the Diameter server via DBP. Diameter server is in charge 

of answering authorization, authentication and accounting requests. 

Moreover, Diameter client keeps inquiring the state of transport path 

between client and server periodically. Once the transport failure occurs, 

it can be detected quickly and Diameter client launches the failure 

handling. In the case that Diameter client fails to reach Diameter server 

due to transport failure, Diameter client saves all the pending requests 

in a queue and performs a failover procedure. If an alternative Diameter 

server is available, these pending messages will be sent this server. 

Each Diameter message consists of a Diameter header and a variable 

number of Attribute Value Pairs (AVP). The header of the Diameter 

message contains a unique command code to indicate the intention of 

the message. Currently, fourteen commands are defined in DBP. Each of 

the Diameter request commands has a corresponding answer command. 

For example, Device-Watchdog-Answer is the answer command for the 

Device-Watchdog-Request. All the actual data is encapsulated in the 

form of AVP. Each AVP uses a unique AVP code to identify itself. At 
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present, there are fifty AVPs defined in DBP. In DBP, it is possible to 

group the AVP values of a similar type, and thus the data field can be 

made up of several AVPs. In this way, the data field is expanded. Simi-

lar to RADIUS, some commands and AVPs are allowed to be specified 

by the vendors on the basis of DBP. 

Diameter Credit Control Application 

Diameter Credit Control Application (DCCA) is the extension of DBP 

and standardized in RFC4006 [16]. DCCA specifies the communication 

criterion between credit control clients such as the Gateway and credit 

control servers that consist of a back-end account system and a balance 

system, and thereby provides a framework to carry out real-time credit 

control for different end user services, such as download services and 

message services. 

Two credit authorization models, credit authorization with direct debit-

ing and credit authorization with money reservation, are supported by 

RFC4006. For both models, the service requested by the end user should 

be forwarded to the credit control server from the credit control client, 

before the credit control client initiates the service. The credit control 

server must check whether the user account of the requesting service is 

valid and the requested service is subscribed. The credit control client 

does not provide any service to the users, until the credit authorization 

has been approved by the credit control server. If the user is overdue, 

the credit control server commands the credit control client to deny any 

chargeable service by this user. 

In the credit authorization with the direct debiting model, as the credit 

control server receives a credit authorization request from the client 

side, it deducts a predefined amount of money from the user’s account 

and replies with a successful credit authorization answer. Then the 

credit control client starts to offer the service to the end user. This is a 

single transaction process and the session state will no longer be main-

tained after this one-time event. In the credit authorization with the 

money reservation model, the credit control server not only reserves a 

suitable amount of money but also allocates certain resources corre-

sponding to this reserved money to the user. In contrast to the first 

model, the second model is a session based credit control. The credit 

control client and server must retain the credit control sessions as long 

as the service is not terminated. When the granted resources are about to 
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be consumed, but the service is still continuing, the credit control must 

report the used quota and apply for new resources.  

Two significant command messages, Credit-Control-Request (CCR) and 

Credit-Control-Answer (CCA), are brought forward in RFC4006 to 

fulfill two models. CCR is sent from the credit control client to the credit 

control server in order to request authorization for a service. CCA is the 

answer to the CCR and is sent by the credit control server to inform the 

credit control client of the results for the corresponding authorization 

request. For the first time credit authorization in the credit authorization 

with money reservation model, the credit control client configures a CC-

Request-Type as initial request and it the meanwhile specifies other 

parameters of the CCA message appropriately, and then sends the CCR 

message to the server side. The credit control server writes the allocated 

resource into the Granted-Service-Unit of CCA message and sends it 

back to the client side. Before the allocated resources are exhausted, the 

credit control client can apply the extra resources by setting the CC-

Request-Type to update the request and to report the consumed quota 

with Used-Service-Unit in the CCR message. The new resources are 

indicated in the Granted-Service-Unit of CCA message which has been 

replied by the credit control server, if the user account has sufficient 

credits. In addition to a traditional balance check, both service price 

enquiry and refund are supported by RFC4006. For a service price 

enquiry, the credit control client sets the Requested-Action AVP to price 

enquiry and fills in the Service-Identifier AVP with the requested service 

event information in the CCR message. Once the credit control server 

receives CCR, it estimates the cost of the service and inserts the cost into 

Cost-Information AVP of CCA. The credit control client acknowledges 

the price from CCA. 

Gx protocol 

 
Figure 2-8 Gx interface [17] 

In LTE system, PGW is connected to PCRF via an Gx interface. The 

intention of introducing the Gx interface into the LTE network is to 

implement the Policy and Charging Control (PCC) functionality. The 

PCC functionality can be divided into PCC rules handling and event 

handling for PCC. The PCC rules handling is responsible for the PCC 
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rules installation, modification and removal. Event handling is in charge 

of informing PCRF that a certain event PCRF has subscribed to in PGW, 

is occurring. Thus PCRF is capable of changing PCC rules, when the 

certain event happens.  

The Gx protocol is defined as a vendor specific Diameter application, 

used for Gx interface communication. 3GPP TS29.210 [18] clarifies that 

the Gx protocol should be based on the DBP specified in the RFC 3588 

and the DCCA specified in the RFC 4006. According to the Diameter 

protocol, PCRF deals with the PCC rule requests, acting as the Diameter 

server. PGW plays a role of the Diameter client, who requests the PCC 

rules. 
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3 Mobile Packet Gateway 
MPG is a packet core network element for the infrastructure construc-

tion of the LTE network. It has been developed by Ericsson, following 

the 3GPP standards.  MPG combines Serving Gateway and PDN Gate-

way functionality [19]. GSM, WCDMA, LTE traffic can be supported 

simultaneously [20]. Furthermore, MPG is able to perform packet in-

spection and service classification. Operators can choose the traffic 

shaping mechanism, in the light of the network load condition that MPG 

detects. 

3.1 Session Management 

3.1.1 ECM State Change 

In LTE networks, UE only has two EPS Connection Management (ECM) 

states. UE stays either in ECM-IDLE state or in ECM-CONNECTED 

state. When UE is in the ECM-IDLE state, there is no NAS signaling 

connection between UE and PDN. On the contrary, UE in the ECM-

CONNECTED state should retain its signaling communication with 

MME. When UE reaches the timer how long UE can be in the state of 

CONNECTED without any data activity, E-UTRAN will withdraw radio 

resources and the Core network will release the connection relating to 

UE. The ECM state of UE is changed to IDLE from CONNECTED. If UE 

intends to obtain data service again, it should firstly be shifted to CON-

NECTED state. Once UE establishes signaling connection with MME, it 

will enter ECM-CONNECTED state.  

 
Figure 3-1 ECM state model  

There are four scenarios in ECM state change, as shown in Figure 3-1. 

The first two scenarios are that UE or network such as eNodeB initiates 

resource release between UE and Core network. The ECM state of UE is 

changed to IDLE from CONNECTED. The other two scenarios are a UE 
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triggered service request and a network triggered service request under 

the condition that UE is in the state of ECM-IDLE. Both triggers lead to 

switching UE state from ECM-IDLE to ECM-CONNECTED. The four 

scenarios are supported by MPG. 

3.1.2 Default Bearer Activation and Deactivation 

In the EPS bearer activation, the default bearer is the first bearer activat-

ed when a UE connects to the PDN and it remains established during 

the lifetime of the PDN connection. The EPS bearer provides the UE 

with a continuous IP connectivity. In most cases, the default bearer will 

be associated with the default QoS information and will be used for the 

IP traffic without any specific QoS treatment requirement. 

 
Figure 3-2 Activation, modification, deactivation of a default bearer  

The Figure 3-2 is a basic procedure of activation, modification and 

deactivation of a default bearer. All the procedures are based on the 

3GPP standard [9].  
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UE initiates the activation procedure by transmitting the Attach Request 

to   eNodeB. eNodeB forwards the Attach Request message to MME  

connected to that eNodeB. MME sends the Create Session Request 

message to SGW, which contains the UE identification information, 

APN selection, the QoS parameters and the tunnel endpoint ID. As long 

as SGW receives the request, it will create a new entry in its EPS Bearer 

table and forwards the Create Session Request message to PGW. PGW 

will allocate all the resources to initiate the requested EPS bearer with 

routing the user plane Protocol Data Units (PDU) between the SGW and 

PDN and reply with a Create Session Response to SGW.  SGW returns 

the response to MME and MME immediately sends an Attach Accept 

message to eNodeB. eNodeB will then forward the RRC connection 

Reconfiguration message to the UE. 

In a modified form, eNodeB sends the Attach Complete message to the 

MME and it then transmits the Modify Bearer Request message to SGW, 

which includes the TEID and the address of the eNodeB used for the 

downlink traffic on the S1-U interface. In the handover scenarios, SGW 

forwards the request message to PGW and the PGW acknowledges 

SGW by sending an accepted Modify Bearer Response. As soon as MME 

receives the response, SGW is able to send its buffered downlink pack-

ets. 

In the deactivation procedure, UE sends a Detach Request message to 

inform MME to terminate the PDN connection. MME will send the 

Delete Session Request per PDN connection to SGW, making the active 

EPS bearer in SGW regarding the particular UE to be deactivated by 

MME. SGW releases all the related EPS bearer information and mean-

while, it sends a Delete Session Request to PGW ,which replies with a 

Delete Session Response after the release of all the allocated resources. 

Finally, SGW sends back a Delete Session Response to MME until it 

receives a response from PGW. 

3.1.3 Dedicated Bearer Activation 

In addition to the default bearers, dedicate bearers also can be used in 

the PDN connection. A dedicated bearer is always linked to a default 

bearer and represents the additional bearer resources between UE and 

PDN. Usually the dedicated EPS bearer context activation procedure is 

initiated by the network, but it may be requested by the UE with the UE 

requested bearer resource allocation procedure or the UE requested 

bearer resource modification procedure [22]. The procedure can be 
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initiated together with the default bearer. It also can be initiated at a 

later stage, as long as the default bearer remains  in an active state. 

In the dedicated bearer activation procedure, a PCRF that can be de-

ployed with the dynamic PCC rule is required. A dynamic PCC rule 

contains a set of information with regards to the service data flow, rating 

group and single service data flow gating. Within the dynamic charging 

rule, all the data would be assigned in a real time analysis. Figure 3-3 

shows the network initiated dedicated bearer activation procedure. The 

S11 and Gx procedure will be stated in detail. 

 
Figure 3-3 Dedicated bearer activation  

PCRF initiates the dedicated bearer activation by sending a CCA mes-

sage or a Re-Authorization Request (RAR) message to the PGW. The 

message includes the policy decisions, including the charging infor-

mation, the QCI information, default bearer QoS, APN-AMBR etc.  

PGW sends a Re-Authorization Answer (RAA) to PCRF and sends a 

Create Bearer Request message which assigns those QoS parameters to 

SGW via the S5/S8 interface and SGW will forward the Create Bearer 

Request message to MME. When MME receives the request, it will select 

the EPS Bearer identity to assign to the UE and signals the Bearer Setup 

Request to eNodeB. eNodeB will then construct an RRC Connection 
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Reconfiguration message to UE. After the negotiation and reconfigura-

tion between eNodeB and UE, MME acknowledges the bearer activation 

to SGW with the Create Bearer Response. Finally SGW replies to the 

response from PGW to complete the activation procedure of the dedi-

cated bearer.  

3.1.4 Tracking Area Update 

The core network must always know the location of every UE registered 

in this network in case these UEs are called by other UEs. To be able to 

keep track of the locations of UEs, LTE core network requires UEs under 

certain conditions to implement Tracking Area Update (TAU) procedure 

in order to report their location information, which is similar in 

GSM/WCDMA network.  

LTE network provider divides its covered areas into one or several 

Tracking Areas (TAs). Each TA is constituted with a set of contiguous 

eNodeBs, as shown in Figure 3-4. The size of TA is attained by analyzing 

the traffic model, taking network signaling overheads and radio paging 

load into account, in order to achieve a tradeoff between signaling load 

and paging load. For example, a TA of smaller size can relieve the 

pressure for all eNodeBs within the TA on handling heavy traffic for 

paging, but it produces high signaling overhead due to location update 

procedure. The concept of the tracking area list is brought into the LTE 

system to lighten the location update signaling overhead. After success-

ful registration, every UE owns a tracking area list allocated by the core 

network. The implication is that a UE is allowed to belong to several 

TAs simultaneously. As long as UEs are moving within TAs allocated in 

the tracking area lists, this does not cause any signaling overhead for 

TAU. Usually TAU occurs in the three scenarios stated below.  

 UEs register the LTE core network for the first time. 

 UEs pass a border to a TA, which is not in the tracking area list. 

 UEs updates the LTE core network about its location, when the 

location update timer expires.  

Three scenarios are presented in Figure 3-4. When the UE1 locating in 

TA1 is conducting the first time registration, it triggers TAU to inform 

the core network of its current position. Then UE1 receives a tracking 

area list which consists of TA1 and TA2. As long as UE1 stays in TA1 

and TA2, TAU is only triggered by the location update timer. By receiv-

ing the TAU messages periodically from UE1, the core network is aware 

that UE1 is reachable in its network. As UE1 moves to TA3, UE1 receives 
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TA information that contains TA3 instead of TA2 from eNodeB. After 

comparing the received TA with the allocated TAs in the tracking area 

list, it notices that TA3 is not in the current tracking area list, which 

leads to the TAU procedure in order to inform the core network that 

UE1 is now in the new TA. 

 
Figure 3-4 Tracking area update [8] 

After UE triggers TAU, MME will make a decision whether the SGW 

reallocation is a necessary TAU procedure, so there are two scenarios 

defined in 3GPP standard [12]: The TAU procedure with and without 

the SGW change. Ericsson MPG supports both cases. 

3.1.5 Handover 

The significant revolution from a landline telephone to a mobile phone 

is that users can retain online services while moving wherever they 

want. Handover is a key technique to make this become a reality. Hand-

over relates to the process that transfers an ongoing voice call or data 

service from one radio channel to another. For WCDMA network, soft 

handover is employed in the UTRAN architecture, because of CDMA 

based radio interface. LTE adopts the Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiple Access (OFDMA) based radio interface [23]. It not only avoids 

expensive radio resource costs due to the soft handover but also im-

proves the spectral efficiency.  

In the LTE system, the handover can be classified as an intra-EUTRAN 

handover and inter Radio Access Technologies (RAT) handover. Inter 

RAT handover refers to mobility between LTE and 3GPP earlier tech-
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nologies, such as GSM and WCDMA. According to the 3GPP standard 

[12], the intra-EUTRAN handover consists of  

 Inter eNodeB handover without MME relocation and without 

SGW relocation  

 Inter eNodeB handover without MME relocation and with SGW 

relocation 

 Inter eNodeB handover with MME relocation and without SGW 

relocation 

 Inter eNodeB handover with MME relocation and with SGW re-

location. 

Ericsson MPG supports all of the above handover procedures, but 

IxLoad currently only supports inter eNodeB handover without MME 

relocation and without SGW relocation, so the thesis work will focus on 

this scenario. 

 
Figure 3-5 X2-based and S1-based handover without MME relocation and without 

SGW relocation [24] 

From the perspective of the interface, the inter eNodeB handover with-

out MME relocation and without SGW relocation can be divided into an 

X2-based handover and an S1-based handover. An X2-based is shown in 

Figure 3-5 and the UE1 performs handover from eNodeB1 to eNodeB2 

via the direct interface X2 between two eNodeBs. Figure 3-5 also illus-

trates that UE2 is handed over from eNodeB3 to eNodeB4 using the 
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interface S1 and eNodeB3 and eNodeB4 shares the same MME2 and 

SGW1. This is an S1-based handover without MME relocation and 

without SGW relocation. 

 
Figure 3-6 X2-based no SGW relocated handover [9] 

The X2-based handover can be divided into three phases: handover 

preparation, handover execution and handover completion. In the 

preparation phase, the channel measurements including the received 

signal strength and carrier to noise ratio are periodically transmitted 

from UEs to the serving eNodeB via an uplink with the Radio Resource 

Control (RRC) signals. The source eNodeB makes decisions as to wheth-

er it is necessary to initiate a handover operation. Once the source 

eNodeB determines the handover, the necessary information for the 

handover preparation is sent to the target eNodeB, which then starts to 

prepare the handover and replies with an acknowledge message, which 

contains the information for the direct forwarding tunnels. 

During the execution phase, the downlink and the uplink of the UE’s 

data are forwarded from the source eNodeB to the target eNodeB with 

direct forwarding tunnels via the X2 interface. The signaling procedure 

of the handover completion phase is shown in Figure 3-6, where the 

solid line represents the control plane messages and the dotted line 

stands for the user plane messages. During the phase of the handover 

completion, the downlink data is still forwarded by the source eNodeB, 
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but the uplink data starts to be uploaded via the target eNodeB. To 

inform SGW that UE has changed cell, the target eNodeB sends a Path 

Switch Request to MME , which then sends a Modify Bearer Request 

message to SGW. The Modify Bearer Request message contains the 

target eNodeB address and TEID for the downlink user plane. SGW 

replies MME with a Modify Bearer Response message. Then SGW 

begins to deliver the downlink packets to the target eNodeB with the 

newly received address and TEID. Thus the uplink and the downlink of 

the handover user are successfully switched to the target eNodeB. End 

Marker is transmitted to the Source eNodeB to inform the source 

eNodeB that the downlink path has already switched to the target 

eNodeB. The source eNodeB also sends the End Marker to the target 

eNodeB. It means that there will be no user data forwarded from the 

source eNodeB. In a relatively short time the direct forwarding tunnels 

between two eNodeBs are released, after the target eNodeB receives the 

Path Switch Acknowledgement. It indicates that the handover is over. 

For the S1-based handover without MME relocation and without SGW 

relocation, the simulation results show that IxLoad is not compatible 

with MPG. Ixia engineer has already defined it as a new feature, which 

will be developed later. It can therefore not  be verified in this thesis, but 

will form part of  some future work. 

3.2 Quality of Service 

Mobile communication operators intend to provide multiple services, 

including high bandwidth services, such as file sharing, delay sensitive 

services, such as voice call, and best effort services like browsing a 

website across their networks. These services which are provided for all 

the subscribers are sharing the numbered radio and core network re-

sources. It is essential for operators to make sure that each service run-

ning through these sharing resources offers, as a minimum, an accepta-

ble user experience. Meanwhile the operators would like to provide 

different treatment for the identical service to the end users of different 

subscription, forming a revenue prespective. As a consequence, QoS 

makes it possible for the operators to be able to differentiate services 

and subscribers, while controlling the performance experienced by a 

certain service or subscriber group.  

3GPP standards specify QoS requirements for the traffic between UE 

and PGW in LTE networks. The traffic between UE and PGW is trans-

ported via logical transport channels. Each logical transport channel is 
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built up by one EPS bearer. Each EPS bearer is related to some QoS 

parameters, which states the properties of the transport channel and the 

implication of this is that all the traffic through the same transport 

channel has identical QoS treatment.  

 
Table 3-1 Standardized QCI characteristics [25] 

Each EPS bearer is associated with two QoS parameters: QoS Class 

Identifier (QCI) and Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP). QCI not 

only points out real-time traffic or non-real-time traffic that the bearer 

carries as shown in Table 3-1, but also indicates how to treat IP packets 

transmitted by the bearer on the user plane. The control plane treatment 

of the bearer is determined by ARP.  

Based on whether a certain amount of bandwidth is reserved for a 

bearer, the bearers can be divided into Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) bear-

ers and non-Guaranteed Bit Rate (non-GBR) bearers. With the exception 

of QCI and ARP, GBR bearers have two other QoS parameters: GBR and 

Maximum Bit Rate (MBR). 3GPP release 8 defines that MBR should be 

set equal to GBR. As traffic delivered to MBR on a GBR bearer is exceed-

ed, extra packets may be thrown away. In addition to QCI and ARP, 

non-GBR bearers have AMBR parameters for both downlink and uplink, 

including UE-AMBR and APN-AMBR, in order to limit the total traffic 

via non-GBR bearers. UE-AMBR defines the maximum total bit rate for 

all the non-GBR bearers for a single user. APN-AMBR specifies the 

maximum total bit rate provided by non-GBR bearers for a single user 

across a particular APN.  
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3.2.1 PCEF Function 

As introduced in Section 2.2, PCRF is the policy and charging control 

element. It is responsible for making policy and charging control deci-

sions. The Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) is carried 

out by MPG. The communication between MPG and PCRF is using the 

Diameter protocol of Section 2.3.2 via the Gx interface. PCRF and MPG 

provide mutual support for each other. On one hand, MPG requires 

PCRF to provide the information relating to the policy decisions, such as 

MBR, APN-AMBR. These decisions will be implemented in MPG and 

translated into a GTPv2-C message Create Session Response or an 

Update Bearer Request to inform MME. On the other hand, PCRF also 

relies on the traffic information of UEs in order to make proper deci-

sions. MPG monitors the UE traffic and sends feedback measurements 

to PCRF.  

In addition, MPG reports the resources usage of UEs to Offline Charging 

System (OFCS) and Online Charging System (OCS). According to re-

ports, OCS implements credit management for pre-paid UEs. The credit 

of post-paid UEs is managed in OFCS. The Charging Data Records 

(CDRs) is generated based on the charging events of reports and is 

delivered to the billing center. 

3.2.2 QoS Handling 

MPG attains QCI and ARP from policy decisions. If QCI is smaller than 

5, it indicates that UE is applying for a GBR bearer. As long as resources 

are available, MPG allocates GBR bearer to UE, while reserving a fixed 

amount of bandwidth for UE. On the contrary, MPG assigns a non-GBR 

bearer to UE with the QCI that is larger or equal to 5. UE with a non-

GBR bearer may suffer packet loss, since there is not guarantee as to 

how much the traffic non-GBR bearer can afford. ARP contains the 

information how important the resource request is. In the case where 

there are insufficient resources, MPG decides whether the resource 

request should be rejected in accordance to ARP. Depending on the 

bearer type (GBR or non-GBR), PCRF instructs MPG about the value of 

MBR or AMBR respectively. It may result in a downgrading or upgrad-

ing of the requested bearer QoS. MBR and AMBR are the upper bound 

for a GBR bearer and a non-GBR bearer. Usually MPG is in charge of 

removing the extra packets beyond the upper bound of the downlink. 

Bandwidth limitation of the uplink is taken care of by eNodeB. 
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3.3 Deep Packet Inspection 

One key functionality of MPG is in supporting DPI and service classifi-

cation to the user plane traffic. Packet Inspection is a networking tech-

nology that Internet Service Providers use to monitor subscribers’ data 

traffic, mediate its speed and improve the network security [26]. It is 

carried out, when the packet passes an inspection point. DPI enables the 

observer not only to collect statistics, or search for viruses and spam, but 

also to search for controversial content or illegally downloaded, copy-

right-protected material [27].  

Basically there are three levels of packet inspection, the header inspec-

tion, deep inspection and heuristic inspection. Header inspection, also 

called Shallow Packet Inspection, inspects IP packets only up to Layer 4, 

mostly based on the L3/L4 information. For instance, the header infor-

mation such as the source and destination of IP addresses and the port 

numbers and the transport protocol are analyzed. Because of these five 

parameters, it is also known as the 5-tuple inspection. Figure 3-7 speci-

fies how packet inspection operates on the headers in the different 

layers. 

 
Figure 3-7 Different levels of packet inspection [28] 

Deep inspection is an extension of header inspection, which examines 

not only the headers but also the packet payload, and takes advantage 

of the protocol based analysis (Layer 7), which is performed in parallel 

with the header inspection, in order to minimize any impact on the 

performance [28].  
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In the payload filtering, one possible way to analyze packets is to match 

the strings contained in the Layer 7 header by using a certain operator 

or a combination of operators. String match involves the search for a 

sequence of textual characters or numeric values within the contents of 

the packet. For example, Figure 3-8 gives an IP packet of HTTP GET 

page. In order to inspect this packet and place it into the correct classifi-

cation for the user tracking or charging, it could be performed by match-

ing the string “kazaa” in the User-Agent field. In addition to this contain 

case, more operators could be defined and combined, like is, not is, 

contains, or not contains, starts with etc. With different application 

protocols, MPG has defined multiple operations to inspect all the pack-

ets. 

 
Figure 3-8 Example of a payload string match [29] 

However, DPI is not sufficient for all applications. Heuristic inspection, 

shown in Figure 3-7, can be used to classify the traffic over proprietary 

protocols and P2P encryption. Heuristics inspection analyzes the packet 

information based on the IP flow characteristics in addition to the packet 

content, e.g. flow rate, bursts, connections, etc. It supports most of the 

P2P protocols, the Skype traffic and some other VoIP traffic etc. 

The service classification function is to configure a set of classification 

rules that identify the individual services of the UE payload to match the 

packet inspection results.  For each flow, MPG assigns a unique Service 

Data Flow ID (SDF-ID).  In the packet inspection process, an incoming 

packet flow would be inspected with either a header inspection or a 

heuristics inspection, and then the specific flow will be classified by the 

defined rule and assigned an SDF-ID. In case the packet inspection (all 

the three types) is not successful, the flow will be classified to the default 

group configured as a default SDF-ID.  
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4 IxLoad  
IxLoad is a full-featured layer4-7 test tool that provides real-world 

traffic emulation test of voice, video, and data network and components.  

It is experienced in the stateful protocol emulation and supplies multiple 

simulations of network services, such as the subscribers, clients and 

servers.   

This chapter will give a general overview of IxLoad. Some new features 

of IxLoad also will be presented in this chapter, such as eGTP stack, 

network command over eGTP, QoS enforcement and the multiple 

APNs. As it is a continuous thesis, some more information of IxLoad can 

be referred to in [24]. 

4.1 IxLoad Overview 

IxLoad is a scalable tool for testing the converged multiple services, 

application delivery platforms as well as security devices and systems. It 

emulates data, voice, and video subscribers and associated protocols to 

ensure quality of experience (QoE) [30]. It supports various Internet 

protocols such as HTTP, P2P, FTP, SMTP, POP3 and voice protocols 

such as SIP, MGCP, PSTN, SGMP and video protocols including RTSP, 

IGMP, Silverlight and so on. IxLoad simulates the client and server, with 

the device under test (DUT) in between. Ixia chassis are populated with 

hot-swappable test interface cards and each test port is equipped with 

an independent processor and substantial memory. Ixia chassis is able to 

transmit and receive both the control and date plane traffic throughout 

DUT. In this thesis, DUT is MPG.  

IxLoad server programs consisting of IxOS and IxExplorer are running 

on the chassis. IxOS is responsible for the startup and management of 

the Ixia chassis, while IxExplorer provides the resource management for 

the hardware, as well as filtering and capturing functions [31]. 

IxLoad client program can be installed in any windows computer. It 

provides a user friendly graphic user interface (GUI) to configure each 

test case and connects to the IxLoad chassis with the Ethernet port via 

IP. Figure 4-1 shows the general view of IxLoad client GUI. There are 

four main windows, Test Configuration, Statistics, Data Miner and 

Analyzer.  
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Figure 4-1 Test configuration window of IxLoad GUI 

In the Test Configuration window, user can configure network stacks 

and detailed network parameters both on originate and terminate. Each 

application is able to be added to layer 7 in order to simulate pure or 

mixed traffic with user defined profiles. More detail of LTE traffic con-

figuration will be mentioned in Chapter 6. IxLoad has offered a set of 

test objectives, such as subscriber, simulated users, connection per 

second, concurrent connection, throughput, etc. A user could choose one 

test objective depending on the test scenario. In addition, the Timeline 

for the test case must be specified. It includes the ramp time, sustain 

time and ramp down time. Figure 4-2 shows an example of 8000 simu-

lated users.  The ramp up phase takes 8 seconds at a speed of 100 ses-

sions per second and ramp down takes 10 seconds at a speed of 80 

sessions per second. The test case will take a total of 38 seconds in which 

20 seconds is the sustain time. 
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Figure 4-2 Test objective and Timeline setting in IxLoad 

Port assignment is the most important step to finalize the configuration 

of a test case. The right ports for the client and server must be assigned 

by connecting to the Ixia chassis, which will go through with the emu-

lated control plane and data traffic.  

In order to run the test, IxLoad provides several buttons, shown as in 

the red rectangle in Figure 4-1. Apply configuration and release configu-

ration buttons are responsible for loading and releasing a test case. Two 

stop buttons are settled in IxLoad in order to handle different stop 

scenarios. Stop button will stop the running test by force, while the stop 

with ramp down button will stop the test step by step with the ramp 

down value configured in the Timeline. 

In the statistics window, the realtime statistics during the test are shown 

as tables, plots or charts. It is a visible way to observe how the test case 

is running in real time. The statistics are classified in groups by layers in 

the network model, such as the layer 2-3 group, the eGTP group and 

different the application groups, presented in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3 Statistics window in IxLoad 

In the analyzer window, the control and data plane packets are captured 

in case the analyzer is enabled before the test case is running. IxLoad 

analyzes the capture by displaying the ladder diagram, which indicates 

the interaction between source and destination, shown in Figure 4-4. 

IxLoad Analyzer is useful in order to trace some network issues during 

the test. 

 

Figure 4-4 Analyzer window in IxLoad 
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4.2 IxLoad eGTP Stack 

IxLoad supports the eGTP protocol, which makes it possible to test both 

the control plane session and the user data traffic in the EPC network. 

IxLoad provides an eGTP-S1/S11 eNB/MME plug-in, which is the emu-

lator of UE, eNodeB and MME and it provides the S1 and S11 interfaces 

in the LTE network. 

IxLoad implements the eGTP functionalities with a series of parameters 

configurations in the form of a GUI. Normally, the eGTP-S1/S11 

eNB/MME plug-in is created over the IP stack and the following Figure 

4-5 shows the stack configuration view of IxLoad release 5.30. 

 
Figure 4-5 eGTP stack view 

In the User Equipment stack, shown in figure 4-6, the real world activi-

ties can be assigned with simple configuration. Take the UE basic infor-

mation as an example; the International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

(IMSI) number and the Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) 

number are required in the configuration to identify a specific user. In 

additional, the mobility parameters are embedded in the UE level. The 

mobility checkbox in GUI must be enabled in case of a handover activity 

without network command. In addition, the mobile path and mobility 

interval should be specified in a handover case. 
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Figure 4-6 UE and APN configuration in UE stack 

To create an eGTP session, another major configuration is the APN 

stack. Apart from the PGW IP address, QCI value should be configured 

and the Maximum Bit Rate for Downlink and Uplink (MBRD and 

MBRU) that GBR bearers are expected to be provided are also need to be 

set. In addition, for the non-GBR bearer, the APN level QoS in a similar 

manner to that for the AMBR for downlink and uplink which are man-

datory for the user plane traffic. The Time line options in the APN 

setting indicates the lifetime of a bearer, which is only available in the 

Net Traffic model. It can be used in the busy hour functionalities to limit 

each bearer’s lifetime. 

IxLoad emulates the S1-MME interface by allocating a parent MME in 

the eNodeB stack, as illustrated in Figure 4-7. In the eNodeB connectivi-

ty, the options should be considered in different handover scenarios. If 

checked, the two eNodeBs will have a direct forwarding path with the 

X2 interface. 
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Figure 4-7 eNodeB stack 

IxLoad also simulates the S11 interface by configuring the SGW IP 

address and count in the MME stack. In the MME stack in Figure 4-8, 

other parameters need to be considered are the T3 and N3 timers. For 

instance, the create session T3 indicates the number of seconds to wait 

for the Create Session Response message. The create session N3 is the 

maximum number of retransmissions that will be permitted for a Create 

Session Request message [24]. Both the T3 and N3 values are supposed 

to match the configuration in MPG; otherwise it may cause duplicate 

messages. 

 

Figure 4-8 MME stack 

IxLoad supplies a group of eGTP statistic viewers, shown in Figure 4-9. 

The basic session and bearer information during the runtime of the test 

case can be found in the eGTP statistics. However, the majority of the 

statistics relate to the control plane counters. The user could also check 

the real time status of each connection by the drilldown feature with 

either per PDN or per Session. In the session management statistics 

window, all the S11 control plane massages are counted, including all 
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the retry messages. In the latest version of IxLoad, it supports the eGTP 

control plane tunnel activation and deactivation rate, the user plane data 

rates, as well as the packet rate of GTP-U. In the real world, the packet 

rate (packet per second) would be of greater concern than the bit rate 

(bit per second). 

 
Figure 4-9 eGTP statistics group 

Furthermore, eGTP statistics windows output the detailed information 

of both the handover management and the Tracking Area Updates. All 

the statistics data is recorded to the CSV logs as the test results. 

 

4.3 Advanced Subscriber Model 

As is known, IxLoad provides Net Traffic and Subscriber models in the 

client side. Net Traffic model supports all available protocols and test 

objective types, but the network parameters are the same for all Net 

Traffics. A subscriber is a special type of Net Traffic that simulates 

patterns in relation to residential customers who receive voice, video 

and data service over a single physical connection [24]. It only supports 

some of the protocols and the available test objective is Subscriber, but it 

is more flexible to use some commands in order to configure the traffic 

model than in Net Traffic model. Take Figure 4-10 as an example, the 

subscriber will trigger each event sequentially following the arrows. The 

subscriber firstly opens a web browser and then downloads a file via 

FTP. the subscriber opens a mail page to check the mails. After a while, 

the subscriber browsers another web page and downloads files via 

BitTorrent. The subscriber model makes it possible to simulate the real 

world user traffic patterns. 
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Figure 4-10 An example of subscriber model with commands 

Ixia develops more additional functions for the advanced subscriber 

model in the latest IxLoad release 5.30EB than the previous versions, 

such as the network commands for the eGTP stack. 

Within the eGTP control plane panel of the advance subscriber model, 

there are a list of network commands for the eGTP stack. The user is 

able to self define different commands based on different test scenarios. 

IxLoad handles all the commands sequentially in loops. All the eGTP 

commands are shown on the left side of Figure 4-11. These commands 

will be utilized in the Chapter 6.  
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Figure 4-11 Network command list in eGTP stack control plane and HTTP example 

Create Session/Delete Session pair of messages is the basic eGTP session 

creation and deletion procedure. In the session setup, Create Session 

command will construct a Create Session Request message for signaling 

and a Modify Bearer Request for the downlink packets transmission. In 

the session teardown, Delete Session command generates the Delete 

Session Request in MME. These two commands are the fundamentals of 

an eGTP scenario. Figure 4-11 also presents a simple HTTP example 

running over an eGTP stack with the network commands. UE initiates 

an eGTP session by sending the Create Session command to MPG. After 

the creation, UE will trigger an HTTP get page event and wait for the 

HTTP server response. The duration of waiting is defined in the Think 

command. At the end, UE deletes the session by sending the Delete 

Session command. All the activities are processed sequentially. The user 

is able to define even more complicated scenarios according to the real 

network. 

Bearer modification command is used in modifying the APN level AMBR. 

Modify bearer command will be sent on the S11 interface by MME to the 

SGW and on the S5/S8 interface by the SGW to the PGW as part of the 

HSS initiated Subscribed QoS Modification procedure. The command 

contains the updated AMBR values both for downlink and uplink.  

Enter/Exit Idle State commands pair triggers the subscriber to enter/exit 

the ECM-IDLE state. A Release Access Bearer Request will be sent on 

the S11 interface by the MME to the SGW as part of the S1 release pro-

cedure, while a Release Access Bearer Response will be sent on the S11 

interface by the SGW. This pair of commands could be useful in the 

Tracking Area Update and Downlink Data Notification (DDN) scenari-

os. 
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Handover/TAU command is able to initiate the handover or TAU proce-

dure depending on the UE state. If the UE is in the ECM-CONNECTED 

state, a handover will be performed. On the other hand, if the UE is in 

the ECM-IDLE state, a TAU procedure will be triggered.  For the differ-

ent types of handover events, the command will provide different eGTP 

control plane messages. 

Wait for paging command transits the state of UE from the ECM-IDLE 

state to the ECM-CONNECTED state and initiates the execution of the 

network triggered service request procedure, after receiving a waking 

up message (Downlink Data Notification Request) [24] .  

4.4 Dynamic QoS Enforcement 

Dynamic QoS enforcement based on eGTP is supported by IxLoad. It 

includes QoS enforcement and dynamic QoS implicitly. With dynamic 

QoS, IxLoad is capable of adjusting the QoS parameters of UE according 

to received the Update Bearer Request message. With QoS enforcement, 

IxLoad is able to negotiate with MPG about the QoS configuration and 

the extract negotiated results from Create Dedicated Bearer Request, 

Create Bearer Response. Once the QoS enforcement is activated, IxLoad 

launches the QoS negotiation with MPG through the whole session 

lifetime, until simulation is ended.  
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Figure 4-12 QoS setting window 

Figure 4-12 depicts the QoS setting window, which consists of a QoS to 

Type of Service (ToS) mapping and Dynamic QoS Enforcement configu-

ration. eNodeB and MPG execute QoS mechanism based on the bearer 

level, which is beyond the transport level. However, the QoS control of 

transmission between eNodeB and MPG works on the transport level 

[32]. In the simulation, eNodeB is emulated by IxLoad on the client side, 

so IxLoad needs to transform QoS parameters of packets from the bearer 

level QCI to the transport level ToS, before it sends the packets out. In 

order to make the simulation more realistic, IxLoad offers a QoS to ToS 

mapping table and allows the user to set the QoS translation pattern. 

Dynamic QoS enforcement aims at the bearer leveland when it is ena-

bled  IxLoad implements the QoS enforcement for the uplink with GBR 

and APN-AMBR. The downlink of the QoS enforcement is taken care of 

by MPG. It affects all the users simulated by IxLoad in accordance with 

the characteristics of the bearers allocated to them. The users of the the 

GBR bearers could experience packets loss, if traffic delivered on the 

GBR bearer exceeds MBR. The users owning non-GBR bearers will lose 

packets as soon as the throughput of the non-GBR bearers passes a 

particular APN which is beyond APN-AMBR. So far, IxLoad has not yet 

supported UE-AMBR. APN-AMBR is the only QoS parameter that can 

be used for restraining non-GBR bearer traffic. On the one hand, QoS 

enforcement ensures that the network is able to differentiate services as 

well as subscribers, while controlling overall throughput. On the other 

hand, it results in increased TCP transmission and UDP packet loss. 
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4.5 Multiple APNs  

APN is the name of access point for data connection in GSM/UMTS/EPC 

network. APN is composed of Network Identifier and Operator Identifi-

er [33]. Network Identifier points at external packet data network which 

GGSN/PDN Gateway is connected to. Operator Identifier is an optional 

parameter for APN, and it consists of Mobile Country Code (MCC) and 

a Mobile Network Code (MNC). Every operator is identified with MCC 

and MNC. For example, the APN of China Unicom is “Uni-

wap.mnc01.mcc460.gprs”. “Uniwap” is Network Identifier and 

“mnc01.mcc460.gprs” is Operator Identifier. 460 is the MCC of China 

and 01 is MNC of China Unicom. In practice, subscribers only need to 

configure Network Identifier such as “Uniwap” as APN in the mobile 

devices, since core network is able to obtain an Operator Identifier from 

IMSI. 

 
Figure 4-13 UE with multiple PDN connections [8] 

Usually operators would like to define multiple APNs, serving for 

different PDN connectivity services. Each APN is corresponding to a 

PDN. A particular desired service is obtained by accessing a particular 

PDN. For instance, one end user signs a contract with the operator, 

which promises to provide a PDN connection service to Internet. As a 

result, the operator provides the end user with the information of an 

APN associated to Internet PDN. During the session setup, MME takes 

responsibility for selecting PGW for data connection, referring to APN 

provided by end user or subscription information of APN from HLR. 

PGW is in charge of establishing a PDN connection between the end 

user and Internet PDN. Then this user can access all the available ser-

vices on the Internet including chatting with MSN. The end user is also 
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allowed to access multiple PDNs at the same time. Once the end user 

subscribes to the PDN connectivity services of Internet, IP Multimedia 

Subsystem (IMS) as well as corporate network with the operator, the 

user can work everywhere at any time. As long as a mobile device can 

receive radio signals, the end user is able to not only arrange a video 

conference provided by the operator via IMS with customers but also 

use a browser website to search for the newest business information on 

the Internet and read company internal documents by accessing a cor-

porate network outside company simultaneously, as shown in Figure 4-

13. 

The new feature Multiple APNs is introduced in the release 5.30 of 

IxLoad to simulate above scenarios. A single subscriber is allowed to 

own more than one APN, which is similar to the case for a real network. 

IxLoad provides a setting window to append a number of APNs if 

required. In commercial networks, operators choose proper selection 

model to indicate the origin of APN according to the security needs. To 

make session setup procedure closer to the real world, three selection 

models corresponding to 3GPP TS 29.060 are offered by IxLoad, as 

shown in Figure 4-14. If the selection model is “MS provided APN, 

subscription not verified”, the APN used for identifying PGW is provid-

ed by mobile device and Home Location Register (HLR) does not verify 

it. The second selection model is “Network provided APN, subscription 

not verified”. The network specifies a default APN in the case where UE 

does not provide it. It also does not require verification from HLR. 

When the selection model “MS or network provided APN, subscribed 

verified” is chosen, HLR should verify the user’s subscription associated 

to APN provided by mobile device or network [34].  

 
Figure 4-14 Multiple APNs setting and selection modes 
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5 Test Environment 

5.1 Back to Back 

IxLoad not only supports emulating data, voice and associated protocols 

but can also simulate network elements. In the back to back test, two 

ports of IxLoad are interconnected. One port is emulating subscribers, 

eNodeB as well as MME and the other port is simulating SGW, PGW 

and PDN. Both IxLoad ports exchange control plane signals and data 

traffic via GTP-C and GTP-U protocols, shown in Figure 5-1. 

The reason why two ports communicate with GTP protocol is because of 

the stack structure of EPC. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, MME is con-

nected to SGW via S11 interface in the control plane and eNodeBs are 

linked with SGW via S1-U interface in the user plane. For EPC, GTPv2-C 

and GTPv1-U are used to encapsulate control signals of S11 interface 

and data traffic of S1-U interface respectively. The emulation of IxLoad 

strictly follows 3GPP standards. Moreover, the traffic between 

MME/eNodeBs and SGW can be collected by capturing two ports by 

means of the IxLoad analyzer, which provides another way of looking 

into the status of network elements, in addition to statistics. 

 
Figure 5-1 IxLoad back to back test environment 

5.2 MPG Test Environment 

In MPG test environment, MPG which is a combination of SGW and 

PGW performs as the Device under Test. IxLoad simulates the client 

with eGTP stack including the MME, eNodeB and UE functionalities by 

the S1/S11 interfaces and simulates the packet data network as server by 

the SGi interface, as shown in Figure 5-2.  
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Figure 5-2 MPG test environment [2] 

In the physical connection, both MPG and Ixia chassis are connected to 

the same HP switch in different ports. VLAN tagging is enabled in both 

Gi interface and S1/S11 interfaces. The Ixia chassis is able to connect to 

the switch with a 1G physical port, also, it can connect to the switch with 

a 10G port which is aggregated by 12 1G physical ports. The 10G aggre-

gated port is used in some performance tests. Furthermore, a mirror is 

setup to monitor the control plane and user plane traffic on the S1/S11 

and Gi interfaces. It is capable of using the Wireshark or Tcpdump tool 

to capture the packets that are helpful in tracking some issues. 
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6 Test Scenarios 
In this chapter different test scenarios in MPG will be presented. 

6.1 Capacity Evaluation 

6.1.1 GTP-C Transaction Rate 

Purpose: 

IxLoad is professional not only in the stateful traffic simulation, but also 

in the signaling test. With eGTP stack, IxLoad can manage up to 500 

GTP-C transactions per second in a 1G port and 6000 GTP-C transac-

tions per second in an aggregated 10G port. For this purpose, this test 

case is designed to verify the actual performance of IxLoad in GTPv2-C 

transaction handling. 

Expected Result: 

In a 1G port test, session activation rate should reach 500 tunnels per 

second in ramp up stage and session deactivation rate should reach 500 

tunnels per second.  

In a 10G aggregated port test, the session activation and deactivation 

rate are supposed to reach 12 times the result for 1G port. 

Configuration: 

Since this is a signaling capacity case, it is better to provide a best con-

figuration for the eGTP session activation and deactivation. Hence, one 

node controller and several session controllers are setup in MPG. The 

create/delete session T3 and N3 need to be configured in MPG. An APN 

without any Service Aware Charging and Control (SACC) is used in this 

case to avoid any other CPU usage. The limitation for the user allocation 

in MPG should be configured to more than 100K in the APN level. 

In IxLoad 5.30.200.10 EB, only the client network is sufficient for setting 

up the S11 signaling. On the application layer, set the commands as 

simple as possible, because there will be no user plane traffic during the 

test. In this test case, a HTTP GET command with 1 concurrent connec-

tion is configured, as shown in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1 Application layer configuration 

The test objective is simulated user and the user count should be set to 

the maximum number for one port (100K simulated users) to make the 

ramp up time line longer. In the global setting shown in Figure 6-2, both 

the initiation rate and the release rate are set to 500 procedures per 

second. Meanwhile, the ramp up value in timeline table should be 

configured as 500. With 100K users, the expected ramp up time is about 

200 seconds. 

 
Figure 6-2 Initiation and release rate setting 

It is important to set the same create/delete session T3 and N3 values in 

IxLoad and MPG, because the control plane traffic will doubtless be 

busy in the ramp up stage. The consistent T3 and N3 values will reduce 

the possibility of a retransmission issue. 

 
Figure 6-3 MME T3 and N3 timers in GTP-C case 

Verification and Results: 

When the test case is running, it is better to monitor the CPU load of 

each session controller in MPG. If the CPU load is up to 100%, MPG 

would  be unable to handle more session activation events and there 

would be session failures.  
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From the IxLoad eGTP statistics, all the bearers are created successfully 

after about 3 minutes and 20 seconds, during this period, the bearer 

activation rate in the Rate Control window is sustained at about 500 

tunnels per second and goes down to 0 when the ramp up is finished. 

After a while, click the blue button to stop the test case with a ramp 

down value, the deactivation rate will be active in turn and it sustains 

500 tunnels per second. For the ramp down timeline, the key point is to 

make use of the stop with ramp down button, which sends the delete 

session requests to MPG one by one instead of merely releasing all the 

sessions. The powerful button is available in the 5.30EB build or later.  

From MPG counters, the active bearer counter is increasing rapidly with 

around 500 bearers per second at the ramp up stage. During the sustain 

time, the active bearer number is 100K without any failures. At the ramp 

down stage, the active bearer counter decreases with the rate at about 

500 bearers per second and the deactivated bearer counter is increasing, 

reaching 100K by the end of this test. 

From the results in Figure 6-4, both activation rate and deactivation rate 

can achieve 500 tunnels per second. However, the activation rate does 

not continue to be as stable as was the case at the beginning when the 

active session number was high, because the continuous high load will 

cause high CPU usage in MPG which will have an impact on the activa-

tion rate to a certain degree.  

 
Figure 6-4 1G port GTP-c activation / deactivation rate 

As there is a limited configuration in the current MPG that has been 

used for verification, it is not possible to verify 10G port objective in this 

thesis.  
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6.1.2 Max User with Different L7 Applications 

Purpose: 

IxLoad supports most of the L7 protocols over IP stack, but for eGTP 

stackand currently IxLoad supports the FTP, HTTP, POP3, SMTP, IMAP 

and Video on Demand (VOD). For each port and load module, IxLoad 

has a limited memory to initiate all the users. This series of test cases are 

for verifying the maximum users that are supported both with the 1G 

port and the 10G aggregated port in the MPG environment. 

Expected Result: 

From Ixia website [2], the maximum numbers of UEs in each application 

that IxLoad supports are listed in Figure 6-1. 

 
Table 6-1 Expected results in the maximum user 

Configuration:  

In MPG, two session controllers are enabled to ensure that there is 

sufficient capability for signaling handling. A simple APN without any 

charging or control services is running in this test case to avoid any 

limitation.  

In IxLoad 5.10.152.64 EB, all the applications are running over the eGTP 

stack. The objective for this case is to test whether IxLoad can reach the 

maximum user amount in the MPG node, therefore the configuration of 

the eGTP tunnel is the simplest oneand is similar to using only one 

MME and one eNodeB without any mobility enabled. In the TCP stack, 

all the values such as buffer size are set as default. In the 10G case, the 

ports must be aggregated in the software level before being assigning to 

the client and server Net Traffic.  
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The configuration of each application is set to the basic default value to 

achieve the goal of maximum users: 

FTP: one get command is set in the client side and the dummy file is set 

to default 4096b which is equal to the transmit/receive buffer size.  

HTTP: HTTP version 1.1 is selected in this case, and each user has 1 

concurrent TCP connection. The page size in the get command is 1b. 

POP3: a simple mail get command is configured. 

SMTP: one send command with simple mail message is configured. 

IMAP: the get mail command is added to this application with user 

name “user[00-]” and password “password[00-]”. 

Video on Demand: video client is set in this test case and a “play media” 

command is added to make it a simple VOD model to achieve the test 

objective. 

Figure 6-5 shows the Layer 7 commands that are used in this test case. 

 
Figure 6-5 Different application commands in the maximum user case 

Verification and Results:  

The same procedure is processed to verify whether IxLoad is able to 

achieve the maximum users in each case. FTP is taken as an example. It 

is simulated in a 10G aggregated port and each port will be able to 

accomodate 53.5K users. To verify the results, it is necessary to check 

both GTP-C and GTP-U statistics. 

With the ramp up value of 120, IxLoad initiates 120 eGTP sessions per 

second and loads to 12 ports equally.  The statistic of eGTP - General 

contains the information about the number of sessions that have been 

initiated and created successfully. If any failure occurs, the counter for  

sessions failed will be increased accordingly. The results of eGTP Gen-

eral window show that there are 53.5K eGTP sessions created on each 

port. The amount of users achieves the expected maximum value of 
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642K. The FTP client Objective window shows that the signaling setup 

of simulated users has been completed, as shown in Figure 6-6. On the 

other hand, from the MPG counters, there are 642K bearers activated in 

total with no failures.  

 

 
Figure 6-6 Maximum user of FTP application test result 

There are 12 test cases simulated in total and each case achieves the 

maximum simulated users, as Table 6-1 shows. 

6.1.3 IxLoad 1G Port Throughput Test 

Purpose: 

The throughput and latency are the key performance indicators for 

wideband services. One of advantages of IxLoad is to simulate the 

behaviour of large number of users for several kinds of applications and 

generates heavy throughput. This test case is to check the highest 

throughput a 1G port of IxLoad can achieve for a certain application 

under the condition involving the maximum number of users in Erics-

son MPG.  

Expected Results: 

The throughput objective of 1G port is listed in Table 6-2, which is 

published in the Ixia website. 
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Table 6-2 Performance table of 1G port [2] 

Configuration:  

For each test case in Table 6-2, the configuration of procedure is almost 

the same, so only FTP applications are picked to demonstrate how this 

work is performed. In order to present greater detail of IxLoad 1G port 

performance, the identical test case is run in the back to back and MPG 

environments.  

The first throughput test is implemented in the back to back environ-

ment of Section 6.1. Then the throughput test is conducted on the 

IxLoad-MPG environment of Section 6.2. In the back to back test, UE, 

eNodeB, MME are emulated by IxLoad client and SGW, PGW and 

application server are simulated by IxLoad server. For the IxLoad-MPG 

test environment, SGW and PGW are replaced by MPG. The traffic 

between IxLoad client and IxLoad server is passed through MPG. 

Two independent ASM 1000XMV 12 load modules of IxLoad chassis are 

used in the throughput test. Each ASM 1000XMV 12 has twelve 1G ports 

and one 10G port. In order to avoid a physical connection shift, IxLoad 

is connected to physically switch with 10G port. In this test case, traffic is 

generated from a 1G port and then forwarded to the 10G port. Howev-

er, it also can be tested by connecting 1G port to switch directly. If so, 

the cable must be changed in the next test case. 

There are two key parameters impacting upon the throughput perfor-

mance. The former one is the file size and the latter one is the buffer size. 

The physical memory space of IxLoad port is fixed. With the increasing 

user numbers, the buffer size for each user is decreased. As a result, the 

file size should be scaled according to the buffer size. How to distribute 

constant memory to each user and how to choose file size can be consid-

ered as a mathematic model. The objective value is the maximum 

throughput. The constraint values are memory and user number. This 
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model can be solved with convex optimization theory, but it is beyond 

the scope of this thesis work. Thus the recommended value provided by 

Ixia is preferred in this thesis. 

 
Figure 6-7 TCP buffer size configure 

 

 
Figure 6-8 File size of FTP application configuration 

Figure 6-7 plots TCP parameters configuration screen. The TCP buffer 

size is divided into a receive buffer size and a transmit buffer size. Both 

values can be set respectively as shown in Figure 6-4, but an aspect 

which ought to be highlighted is that the buffer size of the client side 

and the server side should be coincident. The file size configuration is 

shown in Figure 6-8. The configuration interface is quite close to real 

surfing, and it is not only possible to pick the application server but also 

to choose the object/file (Different file has different size). These test cases 

are implemented with the parameters shown below. 

 FTP with 25K users 

The weight of each file downloaded by users is 1048576 bytes. The  

behaviour of the users is to download files, so the buffer size for re-

ceive direction should be larger than that of transmit direction in order 

to obtain a larger TCP window size and thus achieve a higher 

throughput. The suggested values of TCP transmit buffer and receive 

buffer for the client side are 1024 bytes and 16384 bytes. The server side 

adopts the opposite approach. In other words, server uses TCP trans-

mit buffer of 16384 bytes and TCP receive buffer of 1024 bytes. 

 FTP with 50K users 
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The smaller size of file is applied to this scenario, which is 65536 bytes. 

The buffer size is decreased due to a doubling of the amount of users. 

The TCP receive buffer and transmit buffer on the client side are 4096 

bytes and 1024 bytes. On the server side, the TCP receive buffer and 

TCP transmit buffer are 1024 bytes and 4096 bytes. 

Verification and Results: 

The same procedures are used to verify the results for FTP applications 

in two test environments, so only FTP application with 50K users in the 

back to back test environment is used to explain how it is  verified. 

There will be a greater concentration will be on the results analysis. 

 
Figure 6-9 FTP client - objective 

At the beginning of the simulation, the simulated user number is in-

creasing smoothly according to the ramp up value as in a real network. 

It is impossible to load 50K users simultaneously, because of hardware 

limitations. As long as the simulation is stable, the total user number 

should be equal to the value predefined. As Figure 6-9 has shown, the 

amount of users is fixed at 50K which is consistent with the number of 

active subscribers  in MPG statistics. 
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Figure 6-10 Throughputs in application layer and L2/3 layer 

Besides user number, the throughput is the most important value. It is 

evaluated based on the throughput statistics of IxLoad. The reason will 

be explained at the end of this section. IxLoad statistics provide two 

views in relation to the throughput results. The first view is on the 

application layer, illustrated in FTP Client – Throughput Objective of 

figure 6-10. The other is on the L2-3 layer, displayed in L2-3 Throughput 

Status of Figure 6-10. Comparing both views, it is clear that the 

throughput of L2-3 layer is larger than that of the application layer, 

since IP header and TCP/UDP header are taken into account in the L2-3 

layer. IEEE802.3 formulates that the Maximum Transmission Unit 

(MTU) is 1500 Bytes. Considering that the header of TCP/UDP occupies 

20/8 Bytes plus 20 Bytes IP header, the maximum size per MTU for 

application layer is only 1460 or 1472 Bytes.  

The resource scheduling algorithm should also be investigated. Some 

scheduling algorithms such as the classic maximum rate, assign most of 

resources to the users who can bring more throughput and this results 

in hungry users. In other words, some users have excellent data services 

and others suffer poor services. As an advanced packets test tool, the 

resource scheduling algorithm is too confidential to be published. How-

ever, its fairness can be tested. Figure 6-10 lists the downlink and uplink 
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throughput of individual users, which proves that every user enjoys a 

similar download and upload data service. So it is a fair resource alloca-

tion scheduling implemented in IxLoad. 

 
Figure 6-11 Throughput statistics of individual users 

 
Figure 6-12 Comparison of throughput in back to back and MPG environments 

Figure 6-12 illustrates that the same test case in the MPG test environ-

ment achieves a higher throughput because IxLoad server bears more 

overhead during the back to back simulation. In the back to back test, 

IxLoad server is not only required  to simulate FTP server but also 

emulates the behaviour of SGW and PGW. As a consequence of de-

creased performance of IxLoad server, the lower throughput is generat-

ed to IxLoad client. For both test environments, the throughput is de-

creased with the increasing number of users. As the number of users 

rises, more CPU load is consumed for session management. Moreover, it 

causes the traffic to be more complex. IxLoad and MPG have to spend 

more CPU load on handling such traffic. 
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Table 6-3 Maximum throughput test results of 1G port 

The data of Table 6-3 is collected from the statistics of IxLoad, after 

verifying the accuracy of the throughput statistics of IxLoad with MPG 

statistics. IxLoad statistics provide fantastic charts such as that displayed 

in Figure 6-10 to describe the real time throughput and is the reason 

why this thesis chooses the statistics of IxLoad as data source for 

throughput assessment. To confirm that IxLoad is trustworthy, the 

throughput statistics of IxLoad are compared with the real throughput, 

which is estimated by MPG counters according to the expression that 

the throughput via MPG is equal to the accumulated incoming through-

put counter of MPG between two time slots divided by the time interval 

shown in the timer counter. The comparison result shows that the 

throughput statistics of IxLoad is reliable. Therefore 1G port and 10G 

port throughput analysis are on the basis of the throughput statistics of 

IxLoad. 

Table 6-3 shows the throughput test results of 1G port for six test cases. 

With the exception of the Application Replay with 25K UEs, all the test 

cases achieve the objective value. The reason why uplink throughput of 

HTTP is slightly lower than 83 Mbps is due to the configuration of the 

page size. More discussion will be continued in the following 10G port 

throughput test. 

6.1.4 IxLoad 10G Port Throughput Test 

Purpose: 

The throughput performance of 1G port has already assessed in the last 

test case. This test case combines 12 1G ports to work together and hence 

generates up to 10G traffic. Two intentions are behind this test. The 
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capacity of IxLoad to generate the maximum throughput can be veri-

fied. The second target is to estimate the influence of TCP acceleration 

feature of IxLoad on producing huge traffic. 

Expected Results: 

The expected results in the 10G throughput test are shown in Table 6-4, 

which are verified in back to back environment from Ixia. 

  
Table 6-4 Performance table in 10G port [2] 

Configuration: 

The configuration of 10G port throughput test is almost the same as that 

of 1G port throughput test. Port assignments are required to be 

changed. 12 ports are necessary for IxLoad client and IxLoad server 

respectively. The 10G aggregation mode should be checked, as shown in 

Figure 6-13. In the 10G aggregation mode, 10G traffic is generated with 

CPU of twelve 1G ports and outputted to a 10G port. Corresponding to 

12 ports, the reserved IP address number for eNodeB, MME or applica-

tion server must be adjusted to 12.   
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Figure 6-13 Port assignments for 10G aggregation mode 

 HTTP with 300K users 

With TCP transmit buffer of 4096 and receive buffer of 40960, users 

download a webpage of 16K from HTTP servers, whose TCP transmit 

buffer is 40960 bytes and TCP receive buffer is 4096 bytes.  

 HTTP with 600K users 

TCP transmit buffer of HTTP servers is 40960 bytes and the TCP re-

ceive buffer of HTTP server is 4096 bytes. For client side, the TCP 

transmit buffer is 4096 bytes and the TCP receive buffer is 40960 bytes. 

Page size is still 16K. 

 HTTP with 1200K users 

The size of HTTP page is decreased to 4K. All the TCP buffers are set to 

4096 bytes. 

 P2P with 300K users 

1000 KB is chosen as the size of download file. P2P application utilizes 

BitTorrent protocol for file transmission. The size of the client TCP 

receive buffer and the size of the server TCP transmit buffer are equal 

to 16384 bytes. The size of client TCP transmit buffer and the size of the 

server TCP receive buffer size are 1024 bytes. 

 P2P with 600K users 

The size of download files is 1000 KB. Files are transmitted via Bit-

Torrent protocol. The TCP receive buffer and TCP transmit buffer of 

client are set to 8192 bytes and 1024 bytes respectively. Conversely the 

TCP receive buffer and the TCP transmit buffer of the server are con-

figured to 1024 bytes and 8192 bytes. 

 Application Replay with 300K users 

The buffer size is set exactly the same as that for HTTP with 300K us-

ers. The capture file is provided by Ixia. 
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 FTP with 300K users 

The buffer configuration is the same as FTP with 25K users in 1G port 

throughput test. 

 FTP with 600K users 

The buffer configuration is the same as FTP with 50K users in 1G port 

throughput test. 

Verification and Results: 

 
Table 6-5 Maximum throughput test results of 10G port 

Table 6-5 shows the result of P2P and HTTP maximum throughput test 

via a 10G port. The objective value is the capacity officially promised by 

Ixia. The result is based on recoding the actual figures in simulation. In 

P2P simulation, the throughput is about 6.45G for 300K users and 4.33G 

for 600K users. Both exceed the objective values. In addition, IxLoad also 

achieves impressive results in the HTTP maximum throughput test. In 

the case of 300K, 600K or 1200K users, the downlink throughput is 

around 9.85G. It is beyond objective value of 9.6G, but the actual uplink 

throughput is lower than the objective value in the three cases. The 

deviation can be explained because of the size of download file recom-

mended by Ixia is still not optimal. The results of HTTP maximum 

throughput would be better, if the simulations used a smaller webpage 

size. For a smaller size of webpage, the downlink throughput is de-

creased, but the uplink throughput can be increased due to more re-

quests in the same time interval. In the perfect configuration, the objec-

tive value is achievable.  

In a similar fashion to that for the P2P, the configuration for HTTP 

throughput test uses a similar file size as well as the buffer size for 300K 

and 600K simulated users. However, it still achieves its objective value 

for downlink in both cases. It is because of TCP acceleration feature of 
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IxLoad. At present, TCP acceleration only supports HTTP application 

and Application replay. What can TCP acceleration do? Briefly, TCP 

acceleration can carry out much higher throughput on an internet con-

nection than is possible by a standard TCP by breaking a long TCP 

control loop into several control loops. This feature is shown in the 

IxLoad in the form of a checkbox. The user can decide whether or not to 

check this. The same HTTP throughput test with and without TCP 

acceleration have been compared. It appears that the throughput of the 

identical configuration is enhanced by up to 2Gbps through the use of 

the TCP acceleration feature.   

The Application Replay could not achieve a high throughput. 10G port 

throughput is derived from 12 1G ports by means of aggregation. The 

consequence of the Application Replay not achieving throughput goal in 

the 1G throughput test, means that it is impossible for IxLoad to achieve 

the 10G port throughput objective value. Although 1G port throughout 

test results for FTP applications surpasses the objective values, the 10G 

port throughput test of FTP applications can only achieve 4.7G with 

300K UEs in the release 5.10.152.64 EB and it becomes worse in the latest 

version because of a variety of technical issues. These may be overcome 

in the next release. 

6.2 Session Management 

6.2.1 ECM State Change 

Purpose: 

ECM state change mechanism introduced in Section 3.1.1 benefits both 

UE and network. The network is able to re-assign the resources that 

belonged to idle UE to the connected UE, so as to improve the efficiency 

of resource usage. UE can save the power used for maintaining the 

network connection and thus extend the service life of battery. This is 

what operators would like to see in their networks. It is important for 

real-world traffic simulator to be able to handle this type of scenario, so 

this test case is constructed to see if IxLoad is capable of carrying out 

this task or not. In the test, IxLoad client emulates the behaviour of UE, 

eNodeB as well as MME during ECM state change of UE, while cooper-

ating with MPG and IxLoad server.  

Configuration:  
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There is no special setting in MPG. The IxLoad client is configured to 

subscriber model, since this model has the command to change UE state. 

The IxLoad server emulates a FTP server. The session of the test case is 

constructed as shown in Figure 6-14. At the beginning, UE initiates an 

attach procedure with a Create Session command so that UE can down-

load a file from the FTP server. After 20 seconds, which is defined in the 

first Think command, UE enters IDLE state using “Enter Idle State” 

command. UE will remain in IDLE state for 10 seconds as set in the 

Think command. Then UE is switched to CONNECTED state by the Exit 

Idle State command and starts to upload file to the FTP server. The size 

of the downloaded and uploaded files are so small that the time spent 

on these two actions can be ignored, compared to the time configured 

for Think, meaning that the duration is starting from Create Session to 

Delete Session, called one loop, is around 30 seconds. In the subscriber 

model, the loop button is disabled and hence IxLoad only repeats the 

loop, until the time configured in Timeline is exhausted. 

 

 
Figure 6-14 Network command configuration of ECM state shift 

Expected Results: 

When session is created, UE is in the state of ECM-CONNECTED. After 

20 seconds of Think, UE is initiated to enter ECM-IDLE by sending a 

Release Access Bearer Request to SGW. SGW replies with an 

acknowledge message and the state of UE becomes ECM-IDLE in 

IxLoad. After another 10 seconds of Think, UE re-enters ECM-

CONNECTED state and requests to upload a file to the FTP server. 

Accordingly, the state of UE in IxLoad should be shown as ECM-
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CONNECTED. After upload activity, UE quits services. The time for 

upload and download can be ignored, because of small file size. There-

fore the whole procedure should take approximately 30 seconds.  

Verification and Results: 

To verify this test case, it is necessary to look at GTPv2 session messag-

es. There are two ways to verify session messages. One involves captur-

ing byAnalyzer. This is a capture tool similar to Wireshark and which is 

integrated into IxLoad. Figure 6-15 shows one loop of session messages 

for the test case captured by analyzer with port number 2123 as the 

capture filter. The duration of the session during one loop is 30 seconds, 

as expected. The session starts with four GTPv2 messages of the attach 

procedure. In the 20th second, UE enters IDLE state and MME sends 

Release Access Bearers Request to MPG to inform it that eNodeB is 

going to delete all the information relating to UE and drawback radio 

resources. MPG deletes the user plane belonging to UE and replies with 

a Release Access Bearers Response, which contains the flag that the 

request has been accepted. It indicates that IxLoad plays the role of UE, 

eNodeB and MME successfully during the ECM state change from 

Connected to Idle. According to the test case configuration, UE shifts to 

enter CONNECTED state 10 seconds later and MME asks MPG to again 

build up the PDN connection for UE. The capture shows that Modify 

Bearer Request is initiated properly by MME and answered by MPG 

using Modify Bearer Response. It hints that the emulated MME realizes 

that the state of UE is changed and request MPG to allocate the re-

sources again for UE.  

 
Figure 6-15 GTPv2 capture of ECM state shift 

The other way to verify session is based on the statistics of IxLoad. The 

simulation time configured in Timeline is 150 seconds. According to the 

configuration, each loop takes 30 seconds. Thus 5 ECM state shifts are 

supposed to be seen in the statistics. EGTP-Other Messages window in 

Figure 6-13 illustrates that 5 Release Access Bearer Request messages are 

sent and 5 correct Release Access Bearer Responses are received by 

IxLoad. Considering that 5 times attach results in 5 modify bearer mes-
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sages entering CONNECTED state causes 5 times another 5 modify 

bearer messages and thus a total of 10 modify bearer messages should 

be seen in the statistics. This matches the counter for Modify Bearer 

Request Tx and Modify Bearer Response Rx in EGTP-Session Manage-

ment Messages window in Figure 6-16. In order to ensure that IxLoad 

session management statistics is providing the true information, the 

statistics relating to these messages are double checked on the MPG. 

There were no session failures during the test. The modify bearer mes-

sages counters of MPG are increased by 10, after this test case. 

 
Figure 6-16 Statistics of ECM state shift 

6.2.2 Tracking Area Update 

Purpose: 

TAU is one of the most important mobility scenarios in an LTE network. 

TAU is initiated by UE to report the current location in the state of ECM-

IDLE. IxLoad has offered a set of network commands to trigger TAU 

activity. MPG supports TAU with MME relocation without SGW reloca-

tion. Hence it is possible to use MPG to verify if this common mobility 

scenario is supported by IxLoad. 

Configuration: 

In IxLoad, the test case is created in subscriber mode. As shown in 

Figure 6-17, there are two eNodeBs (eNB-R1 and eNB-R2) and each 

eNodeB is connected to one MME respectively. The X2 interface be-

tween the two eNodeBs is enabled. In the UE configuration, the mobility 

option is supposed to be checked and the mobile path is from eNB-R1 to 

eNB-R2, but the mobility interval could be ignored in the subscriber 

network command case.  
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Figure 6-17 eNodeB connection in TAU 

In the subscriber mode, the eGTP network commands are powerful to 

setup the TAU scenario. Once IxLoad client sends the “create session” 

commands and creates one session, one FTP “get” command will be 

implemented. After 10 seconds of the session creation, the UE will enter 

into the ECM-IDLE state. In another 5 seconds, a “TAU” command will 

be initiated by IxLoad. 5 seconds after the TAU activity, the UE will 

switch to the ECM-CONNECTED state and continue the user plane 

traffic with an FTP “put” command. All the eGTP and Layer 7 com-

mands are shown in Figure 6-18. 

 
Figure 6-18 Network command configuration of TAU 

Expected Results: 

At the beginning of the test, UE is connected to eNB-R1 and downloads 

a file is downloaded from FTP server. In 10 seconds, UE enters ECM-

IDLE state. 5 seconds later, UE moves to eNB-R2 and by implementing a 

TAU procedure, UE should be able to register successfully in eNB-R2 in 

the state of ECM-IDLE. After 5 seconds, UE quits ECM-IDLE state and 

starts to use FTP service again to upload a file via eNB-R2. 

Verification and Results: 
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The capture by analyzer, including control plane messages as presented 

in Figure 6-19 and user plane messages, is used to state the whole pro-

cess of this scenario. The session begins with a PDN connection creation 

procedure. Soon the FTP stream for downloading file via eNB-R1 can be 

seen in the user plane capture. After 10 seconds, UE enters ECM-IDLE 

state. Figure 6-19 shows the parent MME of eNB-R1 and sends a Release 

Access Bearer Request to MPG which replies with an accepted Release 

Access Bearer Response message that indicates that MPG retrieves all 

the resources allocated to UE. When UE moves to eNB-R2, it is observed 

in Figure 6-19 that the parent MME of eNB-R2 triggers a TAU procedure 

with Modify Bearer Request, which contains its IP address and TEID. 

MPG updates all the information of UE and returns Modify Bearer 

Response to the new MME. 5 seconds later, UE re-enters ECM-

CONNECTED state. MME simulator of IxLoad uses Modify Bearer 

Request to apply for new resources from MPG. After the request is 

accepted by MPG, the user plane capture of analyzer shows that there is 

an upload FTP stream from UE to the FTP server via eNB-R2, corre-

sponding to the expected results. 

 
Figure 6-19 GTPv2 messages in TAU 

The simulation results can also be verified by the statistics of IxLoad. 

Figure 6-20 shows that the first eNodeB that UE is registered in is eNB-

R1 and then UE is connected to eNB-R2 after TAU procedure. Further-

more, the session management message counters of IxLoad match the 

counters in MPG. The window of Tracking Area Update statistics of 

Figure 6-20 illustrates that the number of successful TAU activities is 3 

without any failures, which is consistent with the S11 counter in MPG.  
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Figure 6-20 Session status and TAU statistics 

6.2.3 Downlink Data Notification 

Purpose:  

Section 6.4.4 discusses the advantage associated with the ECM state. 

IxLoad supports emulation of UE in ECM-IDLE state and pre-defines a 

timer so as to generate traffic from PDN. As MPG receives incoming 

data for UE in IDLE state, it informs MME to wake up UE. This test case 

makes use of the downlink data notification feature of MPG in order to 

verify the reaction of IxLoad to network a triggered service request 

procedure. 

Configuration:  

MPG can perform downlink data notification correctly without any 

special configuration. Both IxLoad client and server act as two stateless 

peers. UDP is chosen to exchange data for both peers, since UDP is a 

flexible protocol for a time slot based test, which makes it possible to 

control, not only the size of the packet and their frequency, but also its 

duration. Figure 6-21 depicts the network command configuration of 

this test case in the IxLoad client. As usual, the session setup for the 

default bearer is first, followed by a Generate Trigger command. The 

trigger generated by IxLoad client leads to activation of Wait for Trigger 

in IxLoad server side, illustrated in Figure 6-22. As a result, IxLoad 

server begins to count up time and it will push traffic in the form of 

UDP stream to IxLoad client in 40 seconds. After transmitting the trig-

ger, IxLoad client starts to generate a UDP stream to IxLoad server. The 

duration of UDP stream is set to 20 seconds. Then UE emulated by 

IxLoad client enters ECM-IDLE state. UE will remain in the IDLE state, 

until it is paged by eNodeB. The Think command behind “Wait For 

Paging” retains UE online for up to 20 seconds, which is equal to the 

duration of UDP stream transmitted by IxLoad server so that the UE can 

receive all the data at the end of the session. 
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Figure 6-21 Network command configuration of downlink data notification for 

IxLoad client 

 

 
Figure 6-22 Network command configuration of downlink data notification for 

IxLoad server 

Expected Results: 

In the first 20 seconds, UE uploads UDP stream via MPG. Then UE 

enters ECM-IDLE state.  20 seconds later, the UE data comes to MPG, 

but UE is still in the ECM-IDLE state. MPG wakes up UE which then 

enters ECM-CONNECTED state and downloads data via MPG. The 

download process takes around 20 seconds.  

Verification and Results:  

For fully verifying the downlink data notification functionality of 

IxLoad, it needs to be confirmed by the control plane with capture and 

the user plane with statistics. Figure 6-23 shows that UE enters ECM-

IDLE state in the 20th second and MPG releases all the UE resources. 20 

seconds later, MPG launches downlink data notification due to incom-

ing UE traffic. MME accepts request and replies with a downlink data 

notification acknowledgement to MPG. Following this MME requests 
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resources for UE. MPG reallocates bearers to UE. As the tunnel between 

eNodeB and MPG is built up, MPG forwards downlink data to UE. It is 

noted that IxLoad performs correctly on the control plane of the down-

link data notification. The UE’s ECM state change can be verified with 

the statistics of IxLoad. Figure 6-24 shows that the UE state is changing 

through time. After UE finishes the attach procedure, the state for the 

UE is ECM-CONNECTED. When UE enter ECM-IDLE state, it be-

comes Idle. As downlink data arrives, the ECM state of UE is changed 

from IDLE to CONNECTED. In addition to its state, an EGTP per PDN 

connection statistic window provides other information of UE, such as 

IMSI, IP and APN. 

  

 
Figure 6-23 GTPv2 capture of downlink data notification 

 

 
Figure 6-24 UE state in different time 

The reason why user plane is particularly verified is that IxLoad may 

drop packets in large numbers when it is waking up UE. There is a short 

period during which MPG receives UE’s packets and when user plane 

connection between UE and MPG does not exist. The statistics of IxLoad 

are used to confirm whether large packets are dropped in this case. To 

be able to easily distinguish the source of UDP streams, the throughput 

generated by IxLoad server is doubled during the configuration. Appar-

ently the first curve is the throughput of uplink and the second curve is 

the throughput corresponding to downlink data in Figure 6-25. The pink 
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line represents the throughput of peer in IxLoad client side and blue line 

stands for the throughput of peer in IxLoad server side. During the 

throughput ramp up and ramp down, the pink and blue lines almost 

overlap. When the throughput is stable, both lines are smooth. This 

implies that there is no severe packet loss in the scenario of a downlink 

data notification. Figure 6-25 shows that the pink line is slightly higher 

than the blue one, because the throughput of IxLoad client contains both 

a TCP and GTP headers in addition to the throughput generated by 

IxLoad server. 

 

 
Figure 6-25 Throughput plot of downlink data notification 

6.2.4 X2-Based Handover 

Purpose: 

As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, at the present time X2-based handover 

without MME relocation and without SGW relocation is the only scenar-

io supported by IxLoad in MPG test environment. It is also one of the 

most important scenarios operators focus on. Low latency and lossless 

forwarding of X2-based handover can increase the user experience, 

while X2-based handover reduces the overhead of SGW by transferring 

data forwarding role for UE handover s from SGW to eNodeB. Consid-

ering that the current hardware configuration of eNodeB has enough 

capacity to handle data forwarding due to a handover, operators would 

like to make use of X2-based handover as much as possible so as to 

minimize the cost for purchasing extra SGWs. In this test case, MPG 

plays not only the role of PGW for PDN connection but also SGW for 

anchoring traffic to target eNodeB. Based on this, it should be assessed 

whether IxLoad, as a simulation tool, is able to emulate the behaviour of 

UE, eNodeBs and MME properly, when cooperating with MPG in the 
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X2-based handover without MME relocation and without SGW reloca-

tion scenario.  

 
Figure 6-26 X2-based no MME relocated and no SGW relocated handover scenario 

Configuration:  

IxLoad client simulates a UE, two eNodeBs as well as one MME.  HTTP 

server is emulated by IxLoad server. MPG is connected between the 

IxLoad client and IxLoad server. UE is doing round-trip between two 

eNodeBs, while browsing the website of HTTP server. The part of mo-

bility settings of IxLoad client is shown in Figure 6-27. In this configura-

tion, the mobility of UE is enabled and the route of the round-trip is 

specified in Mobile Path. Mobility Interval sets the total time used for 

round-trip. Combining these three mobility parameters, a simple test 

scenario is conducted. UE is moving from eNodeB1 to eNodeB2 in the 

first 30 seconds. Later, UE takes 30 seconds to move back to eNodeB1 

from eNodeB2. During the entire scenario, UE always uses HTTP ser-

vice.  

 
Figure 6-27 X2-based mobility setting 

Expected Results: 

In the first 30 seconds, UE is moving from eNodeB1 to eNodeB2. Later, 

UE is moving back to eNodeB1 from eNodeB2 during 30 seconds. In 

other words, two handover events occur in 60 seconds. For each hando-

ver event, IxLoad follows the procedure of Section 3.1.5 to upload 
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uplink data by either source eNodeB or target eNodeB at the different 

stages of handover process. Meanwhile MPG keeps pointing downlink 

traffic to the eNodeB where UE is located correctly, according to the 

received mobility information of UE from MME. Within 60 seconds, no 

HTTP failure should have occurred which is caused by handover.  

Verification and Results: 

For handover verification, the evaluation should not only  concentrate 

on whether handover procedure is successful, but also focus on whether 

IxLoad passes traffic to MPG in a retional manner. EGTP-Handover 

shows that two “X2-based no MME change no SGW change” handover 

events are initiated and both handovers are successful. It matches the 

two events in which UE moves from eNodeB1 to eNodeB2 and returns 

from eNodeB2 to eNodeB1. The GTPv2 messages of handover without 

any failure are also visible in the switch capture. In the user plane, the 

throughput of UE must be passed to MPG smoothly, except handover 

period. The throughput wave of UE has a small concave area during the 

handover in the HTTP Client-Throughput Objective of Figure 6-28. 

However, handover should not affect user experience. This can be 

verified in Figure 6-28. There is no HTTP failure in HTTP Client. It 

appears that there is no reduction in the user experience because of X2-

based handover.  

Furthermore,  Figure 6-29 proves that the target eNodeB replaces the 

source eNodeB to upload UE’s data to MPG, once the handover enters 

completion period. 10.115.18.10 is the address for the source eNodeB 

and 10.115.18.11 is the address for the target eNodeB. All the packets of 

UE’s traffic after the handover control plane messages are uploaded 

from the target eNodeB and is in accordance with 3GPP standard. The 

conclusion is that IxLoad is capable of emulating control plane and user 

plane of UE, eNodeBs as well as MME during X2-based handover in the 

case of no MME relocation and no SGW relocation. 
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Figure 6-28 Statistics of X2-based no MME relocated no SGW relocated handover 

 
Figure 6-29 Capture of X2-based no MME relocated no SGW relocated handover 

 

6.2.5 Network Initiated Dedicated Bearer 

Purpose: 

The idea of dedicated bearer makes IP traffic control more flexible. 

When UE requires a specific QoS treatment, additional bearers (dedicat-

ed bearers) are created between UE and PDN, using Traffic Flow Tem-

plate (TFT). These bearers can be deactivated, as they are no longer 

required. Thus released resources could be allocated to other UEs, which 

require a better QoS treatment. It improves the efficiency of resource 

usage. From version 5.10.165.3EB, IxLoad starts to support dedicated 

bearer. This test scenario is to verify the activation of a dedicated bearer. 

Configuration: 

First of all, dedicated bearer function is supposed to be enabled in the 

APN level configuration of MPG.  

Secondly, as IxLoad has not as yet implemented an emulated PCRF, an 

Ericsson internal tool is used to simulate PCRF. In the dedicated bearer 

activation procedure, PCRF sends the RAR or CCA message to PGW in 
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case Policy and Charging Control is deployed. In the RAR message, the 

rating group, QoS information including QCI and MBR, and the flow 

information related to the PDN must be defined. Additionally, the 

dedicated bearer trigger frequency, that is an interval, is specified in the 

procedure. 

This test case is running with IxLoad 5.10.165.3EB. It is an HTTP applica-

tion over the eGTP stack with one eNodeB and MME and only one user 

is simulated. An APN with a PCC deployed is selected in the APN 

setting, and the PDN IP address must be correctly configured in order to 

correspond. There are three important options in the eGTP configura-

tion in the application settings, shown in Figure 6-30. If “run activity on 

default bearer only” is checked, IxLoad will consider the default bearer 

QoS values and the activity will always run on the default bearer. If “UE 

initiated service request for this activity” is checked, the emulated UE 

will initiate a service request by sending a Bearer Resource Command 

with the TFT operation set to “Create New” and the flow control setting 

can be user defined in the meantime. If “Default bearer fallback” is 

checked, it will fallback to the default bearer, in case in which no dedi-

cated bearer is created. Since it is a network initiated dedicated bearer 

activation, only the last option checked is sufficient. 

 
Figure 6-30 Configurations to enable dedicated bearer 

Expected Results: 

A default bearer is firstly activated when it is running. 15 seconds later, 

PCRF will initiate the RAR message to create a dedicated bearer. From 

the counter in MPG, there is one active default bearer and one active 

dedicated bearer. IxLoad statistics shows the bearer status. The control 
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plane messages should show the correct procedure as stated in Figure 3-

2. 

Verification and Results: 

When running, the first default bearer is created successfully. After the 

trigger interval, that is 15 second in this case, PCRF sends the RAR 

message to PGW to initiate the dedicated bearer activation procedure. 

From the capture of IxLoad analyzer shown in Figure 6-31, PGW sends 

the Create Bearer Request including all the mandatory information to 

the MME and will quickly receive the accepted response . From the 

perspective of MPG statistics, there are two active EPS bearers and one 

active dedicated EPS bearer in the APN statistics. 

 
Figure 6-31 GTPv2 messages of dedicated bearer activation 

For IxLoad statistics there are two sessions that are created successfully 

in the all tab of EGTP - General statistics of Figure 6-32, in which one 

session is the expected dedicated bearer, as shown in the dedicated 

bearers tab of EGTP - General statistics of Figure 6-32.  

 
Figure 6-32 Dedicated bearer counter in IxLoad 

6.3 Other Scenarios 

6.3.1 Busy Hour Functionality 

Purpose: 
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Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA) is the number of session attempts at 

the busiest hour of the day (peak hour), used to evaluate the capacity of 

a mobile network. The higher BHCA, the higher stress will be on the 

network. This test case is constructed to verify the ability of IxLoad to 

handle BHCA. Greater emphasis will be on the control plane and the 

higher throughput is not target.  

Configuration: 

A high load test scenario with a large number of users is used. Two 

session controllers in MPG are used and a no SACC APN is configured 

for PDN connection.  

In IxLoad, the test case is set in net traffic mode, and only one eNodeB 

as well as one MME is created in the eGTP stack without any mobility 

events. The maximum number of users that IxLoad supports for HTTP 

application in a 1G port is 100K. For this test case, continuous creation 

and deletion brings additional CPU and memory costs, which affects the 

number of simulated users.  Hence only 90K users are selected as the 

objective value in order to verify the BHCA functionality of IxLoad.  

The ramp up value is set to 150 sessions per second which means that 

every second IxLoad initiates 150 sessions for 150 users. The lifetime of 

the user which is 600 seconds is obtained by the number of simulated 

users 90K divided by the ramp up value of 150 sessions per second. It is 

configured in figure 6-33, as the duration for Think. Each user is online 

for 10 minutes. When the lifetime expires, the user will be offline and it 

will then trigger session termination. Because there is the same lifetime 

for all users, the 150 sessions created within the same second will be 

deleted simultaneously in the 600 seconds. 600 seconds lifetime ensures 

that the first time for a session termination occurs simultaneously with 

the number of active users reaching the test objective. As the active user 

number reaches the test objective, the sessions of the first 150 users are 

terminated. Meanwhile another 150 new users are created by the IxLoad 

request for PDN connection in order to retain the 90K simulated users. 

At a later stage, every second 150 sessions are deleted, while 150 ses-

sions are created, which is typical busy hour behaviour. It lasts, until 

simulation ends.  
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Figure 6-33 Network command configuration of busy hour 

In the application command configuration, one “Think” is placed to 

slow down the speed of generation of the traffic. As is shown in Figure 

6-34, HTTP 1.1 is chosen and each user is allowed to have 1 concurrent 

TCP connection at most. The smallest page size is selected to ensure that 

the user plane traffic will not impact upon the session setup during the 

busy hours. 

 
Figure 6-34 HTTP setting in BHCA 

To assess the stability of IxLoad through a long period of busy hours, 

the timeline is supposed to be sufficiently long, so that the sustain time 

of time-line is up to 3 hours.  

Expected Results: 

In this case, 90K bearers for 90K users will be activated in the ramp up 

stage. In the sustain stage, the bearers of users whose lifetime expires 

will be deactivated and a corresponding number of bearers for new 

users will be activated. The total active bearer number should remain at 

90K for 3 hours. 

Verification and Results:  

Supposing that related sessions are succeeded, each user emulated by 

IxLoad only owns a bearer in the case of no dedicated bearer. Thus the 
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verification process is ongoing from the perspective of bearers. During 

the ramp up time, IxLoad creates the bearers in accordance with the 

ramp up value of 150 bearers per second. Once the number of bearers 

achieves the objective value, the session termination is initiated. The 

bearers for users whose lifetime has expired are deleted at the speed of 

150 bearers per second and an almost equal number of new bearers are 

created. The slight variation is because some sessions are not created 

successfully due to extra request messages from IxLoad. The issue 

relating to extra request messages has been previously reported to 

Ixiaand the corresponding patch will be delivered shortly. Although the 

final number of active bearers cannot reach the objective value of 90K, it 

is quite close to 90K, as presented in Figure 6-35.  

The amount of active subscribers in MPG statistics fluctuates around 

90K. The session controllers maintain a high CPU load due to the large 

number of creating and deleting session events. 

 
Figure 6-35 Active bearer in BHCA 

6.3.2 Deep Package Inspection 

Purpose: 

Packet inspection and service classification is the core feature of Service 

Aware Charging and Control solution of MPG. With DPI, all the ongo-

ing traffic flows will be filtered and classified based on a given rule. In 

addition, the service classification and the rating group are enabled to 

carry out the service charging function. A multiple applications scenario 

will be simulated and the three types of packet inspection will be veri-

fied in this test case. 

Configuration: 
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In MPG, a specific APN is configured, which has the services including 

the set of deep packet inspection, header inspection and heuristics 

inspection in addition to the service classification and rating group. The 

SDF-ID table is configured in MPG to verify the classification. Table 6-5 

displays some of the SDF-IDs that are related to this test. 

 

  
Table 6-5 SDF-ID table in DPI test 

In IxLoad, multiple applications including HTTP, FTP, BitTorrent, POP3 

are simulated. Net Traffic mode is selected in this test case. Each applica-

tion has one client and one server. Figure 6-36 shows the application 

command configuration of each application. 

 
Figure 6-36 Application command list in DPI test 

In addition, it is necessary to emphasize the importance of configuring 

the correct APN. “ixia-sacc” is the APN that has been configured for the 

packet inspection and service classification set in MPG. Figure 6-37 

illustrates that the exact same APN is configured in IxLoad. It is Also 

better to set high values for APN-AMBR, especially for downlink, since 

there might be heavy throughput in the case of one single user, which 

can avoid possible packet loss due to the constraints of AMBR. 

 
Figure 6-37 APN setting in DPI test 

Expected Results: 
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IxLoad is able to simulate an APN with service charging and control 

function. With multiple applications DPI test, the key aspect which must 

be checked in MPG, is the service classification. The following bullets are 

the expected SDF-ID mapping. 

 HTTP, FTP and POP3 in DPI: all the handshake packets are clas-

sified in the header group and all the data packets are placed 

with the specific SDF-ID according to the payload rule, such as 

containing http1 in the page name, or using POP3 protocol. 

 HTTP, FTP and POP3 in header inspection: all the packets are 

classified by filtering the TCP header to the header group. 

 BitTorrent in Heuristics inspection: some setup packets are as-

signed with a default SDF-ID and all others are classified in the 

BitTorrent group. 

Verification and Results: 

With the multiple applications, in the first case, HTTP, FTP and POP3 

packets are handled by DPI and the different traffic flows go to the 

correct classification, shown as the service data flow identity configured 

(SDF-ID) in MPG.  

In the second case, HTTP, FTP and POP3 packets are handled by header 

inspection and each traffic flow is classified to the specific SDF-ID. For 

instance, in HTTP, the handshake packets (including SYN, ACK, FIN 

messages) are passed to 52150 and all the data packets are passed to 

the 52110 in DPI, while all the packets go to 52150 group in the header 

inspection case, shown in Table 6-6. 

For the BitTorrent, one of the P2P protocol is suitable for use with the 

heuristics inspection. After inspection of MPG, the majority of the P2P 

packets are classified as SDF-ID  53001 and some packets are classified 

as SDF-ID  20000, listed in Table 6-6. The reason why some packets 

appear in the default group is that the setup and teardown messages of 

each P2P flow will not match any policy in either the heuristic inspection 

or the header inspection and will be considered as a default flow type. 
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Table 6-6 Service classification results with different application 

For a HTTP user, DPI has to consume more CPU load of MPG than 

header inspection, which is caused by a more complex packet inspection 

process. In other words, DPI could result in a lower throughput than 

header inspection with the same CPU load in MPG. This is determined 

by running a simulation and the simulation statistics for IxLoad are 

shown in Figure 6-38. The accuracy of the throughput statistics of 

IxLoad has already been verified in Section 6.1.3, so this figure is relia-

ble. Section 6.1.3 also highlights the effect of buffer size and file size on 

throughput under the condition of no packet inspection. In a similar 

manner to that for the throughput test without packet inspection, the 

throughput of three types of packet inspection depends on the configu-

ration of buffer size and file size. 

 
Figure 6-38 Different throughput with different packet inspections 

6.3.3 Dynamic QoS Enforcement 

Purpose:  

The importance of QoS for operators is discussed in Section 4.3. The QoS 

mechanism is implemented in IxLoad with Dynamic QoS Enforcement 

feature. Section 4.3 briefly introduced this feature of IxLoad. The pur-
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pose of this test case is to verifywhether, in practice, it is possible for the 

IxLoad to dynamically negotiate QoS parameters with MPG and how 

well IxLoad performs QoS enforcement.  

Configuration:  

The network topological diagram is presented in Figure 6-39. PCRF is 

involved in the test to trigger QoS profile change of UE. A particular 

configuration about PCRF, such as the IP address, has been integrated 

into the MPG which will send QoS profile of UE to PCRF, when UE 

requests resources from MPG, in order to check whether the requested 

QoS profile and that which was predefined do in fact match. Several 

policies are configured in the PCRF. In the purpose of the test, one 

policy is to upgrade UE’s uplink APN-AMBR to 20 Mbps. The policy 

will work in one minute, from when UE starts to use resources. 

This test case consists of two phases. For both phases, FTP application 

running on UE always attempts to push the 20 Mbps FTP stream in the 

uplink. In the first phase, UE initiates one session with uplink APN-

AMBR at 10 Mbps and QCI 5. The reason why QCI is chosen to be 5 is 

that APN-AMBR only works on non-GBR bearers and UE will be allo-

cated non-GBR bearers in the case of QCI 5. As the session is successful-

ly created, UE generates traffic according to the negotiated QoS profile. 

The second phase is one minute later. PCRF sends RAR to inform MPG 

that UL-APN-AMBR has been updated to 20 Mbps. The QoS enforce-

ment of IxLoad is assessed in the first phase. The intension of the second 

phase is to verify the reaction of IxLoad to dynamic QoS messages.  

 
Figure 6-39 Network topological diagram of Dynamic QoS Enforcement 

Expected Results: 

Referring to [9], the signaling procedure based on the above configura-

tion is shown in Figure 6-40.  
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Figure 6-40 Signaling procedure in Dynamic QoS Enforcement capture 

It illustrates that MME initiates the attach procedure by sending a Cre-

ate Session Request to MPG. The Create Session Request contains QoS 

profile of UE. MPG forwards QoS profile of UE to PCRF with CCR 

message via Diameter protocol. Because QCI 5 and UL-APN-AMBR 10 

Mbps do not violate any policy setting in PCRF, the two values as well 

as other QoS parameters are agreed by PCRF and acknowledged to 

MPG with CCA message. With a Create Session Response message, 

MPG forwards the negotiated QoS profile back to MME. The Attach 

Accept message is sent from MME to eNodeB, which includes QoS 

information of UE. eNodeB assigns radio resources to UE according to 

QoS information provided by MME. It implicitly points out that the 

maximum throughput of UE is limited to 10Mbps, due to the constraints 

of radio resources. In other words, QoS enforcement should occur in the 

IxLoad client side. As soon as the 1 minute timer has been triggered, 

RAR that carries updated UL-APN-AMBR is sent to MPG, as shown in 

Figure 6-40. By receiving Update Bearer Request from MPG, MME 
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notices that UL-AMBR has changed to 20 Mbps and commands eNodeB 

to update radio resource allocation. Hence the UE maximum bandwidth 

for uplink is adjusted to 20 Mbps. 

In summary, the throughput of uplink should be controlled at below 10 

Mbps within the first one minute. Later, the maximum bandwidth for 

uplink is changed to 20 Mbps due to RAR message of PCRF. More traffic 

is allowed to be generated from UE profiting from double bandwidth.   

Verification and Results:  

The above expected results can be confirmed by means of the statistics 

of IxLoad. The FTP throughput statistic of IxLoad reflects how satisfac-

torily the IxLoad implements Dynamic QoS Enforcement. Figure 6-41 

illustrates that the throughput of UE fluctuates at around 10Mbps with-

in the first minute. Considering that the throughput of application is 

always attempting to push towards 20Mbps, it follows that the QoS 

enforcement works. Because there are no packets dropped in the MPG 

counters, the only possibility is that QoS enforcement is executed in the 

IxLoad client side. Because the signaling messages between UE and 

MME are IxLoad internal messages, it is impossible to directly check 

whether the content of control message Attach Accept as well as RRC 

Connection Reconfiguration are correct. However, it is feasible to con-

clude how IxLoad executes QoS enforcement. The TCP failure counter 

of IxLoad shows that there is no TCP failure caused by packet loss. It 

means that eNodeB does not throw away any packet and the through-

put is controlled by adjusting radio resources.  

In one minute, EGTP-Bearer Management Messages of Figure 6-41 

shows that IxLoad MME simulator receives an Update Bearer Request 

from MPG and answers it properly. Then the throughput of UE increas-

es from 10 Mbps to 20 Mbps. It proves that IxLoad is able to handle 

dynamic QoS events on the control plane and the user plane. It is also 

visible that the throughput becomes stable in Figure 6-41, compared to 

that for the previous minute. It is because the bandwidth assigned to UE 

is no longer smaller than traffic generated by application.   
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Figure 6-41 Statistics of Dynamic QoS Enforcement 

6.3.4 Multiple APNs  

Purpose: 

Section 4.3 provides a brief introduction about the practical application 

of APN and presents the functionality of multiple APNs as a new fea-

ture of IxLoad. This test case will verify whether multiple APNs feature 

works as well as stated in Section 4.4.  

Configuration:  

 
Figure 6-42 Access Points setting window 

The basic idea is that a UE simulated by IxLoad client attempts to simul-

taneously two PDNs via MPG. Two PDNs are emulated by IxLoad 

server. One PDN provides FTP download service and other offers web 

browsing service. Two access points corresponding to two PDNs are 

configured in the IxLoad client, as shown in Figure 6-42. The former is 

ixia-nosacc, which has 100Mbps limitation for uplink and downlink. The 

other is ixia-sacc whose throughput is limited to 200Mbps. Both APNs 
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are associated with the same MPG by means of the third selection mod-

el. The corresponding information for both APNs and PDNs is also 

integrated in MPG.  

 
Figure 6-43 Network command configuration of Multiple APNs  

Figure 6-43 presents the network command configuration for Multiple 

APNs test. At the beginning, UE initiates a Create Session command and 

requests a connection to FTP server so as to download a file of 4096 

bytes. After 10 seconds, which is set with the first Think command, the 

requirement of the UE is to connect to HTTP server in order to browse a 

1 byte webpage by using the second Create Session command. 10 se-

conds later, the PDN connection to FTP server is released. After 10 

seconds, UE releases the PDN connection to the web server. Both 10 

seconds intervals are controlled by Think command. 

Expected Results: 

One UE is able to create more than one bearer; for instance, two bearers 

in this case, are connected to two different APNs, ixia-nosacc and ixia-

sacc APNs. From the MPG counter, two EPS bearers are activated. From 

the IxLoad statistics viewers, the same UE has connected two APNs and 

obtained different traffic flows (HTTP and FTP). 

Verification and Results:  

The simulation time set in the timeline is 60 seconds. In the light of 

above configuration, each loop initiates two sessions in order to request  

two PDNs connection. If only three Thinks are taken into account, one 

loop takes 30 seconds. Four sessions should be initiated in 60 seconds, 

which matches the EGTP-General window of Figure 6-44. There are 4 

sessions initiated and created successfully. EGTP-per PDN connection of 
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Figure 6-44 shows that two PDN connections belong to the identical UE, 

whose IMSI number is 226041000000001. The IP addresses that the MPG 

assigned for the two PDN connection are 16.0.0.3/11 and 16.32.0.3/11. 

This is consistent with APN configuration of MPG. The local IP pool 

16.0.0.0/11 and 16.32.0.0/11 are allocated for APN ixia-nosacc and APN 

ixia-sacc respectively. This is reflected in the MPG statistics, which 

shows that one active subscriber is using two PDN connections in order 

to access the FTP server and HTTP server. 

 
Figure 6-44 Statistics of Multiple APNs for session management 

In addition to the control plane, the user plane must also be confirmed. 

In a loop, UE downloads one file from FTP server and one file from the 

HTTP server. There are a total of two loops. Figure 6-45 presents two 

curves in the FTP client – throughput objective and HTTP client – 

throughput objective respectively. The throughput objective of IxLoad 

provides a convenient manner in which to view the average throughput 

of UE. The low average throughput of both views is due to small down-

loaded files. Accordingly the throughput counters of MPG for two APN 

connections are increasing, because of the behaviour of thesubscribers. 

 
Figure 6-45 Statistics of Multiple APNs for throughput objective 
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7 Feedback 

7.1 Feedback to Ixia 

7.1.1 S1-Based Handover with Indirect Tunneling 

Except X2-based handover mentioned in Section 3.1.5, S1 based hando-

ver is another important handover scenario in an LTE network. IxLoad 

has already implemented the handover functionality both in Net Traffic 

mode and advanced subscriber mode. However, when testing the S1-

based handover in MPG, it shows that Ixia does not fully support all the 

cases of S1-based handover stated in the 3GPP standard [9].  

A simple S1-based handover with no MME relocation and no SGW 

relocation case is taken as an example.  Two eNodeBs are connected to 

the same MME without X2 connection between each other. After the 

session is created successfully, the handover event will be triggered after 

a predefined time interval. From IxLoad’s perspective, the emulated 

MME sends a Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel Request massage 

to SGW via S11 interface, but it receives a Create Indirect Data Forward-

ing Tunnel Response massage with a failure cause value 106, as shown 

in Figure 7-1. Then IxLoad skips the rest of handover procedures and 

declares that handover is unsuccessful. 

 
Figure 7-1 Error message in the S1-based handover in MPG 

According to the 3GPP standard [35], failure cause value 106 indicates 

“Data forwarding not supported”. It indicates that the other side does 

not support Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel message. Howev-

er, IxLoad should not declare handover failure immediately, because 
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Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel is an optional message speci-

fied in 3GPP standard [9], as shown in Figure 7-2.  

 

Figure 7-2 Signaling during S1-based handover without MME and SGW relocation 

In the expected way, IxLoad could continue the rest handover proce-

dure with the Modify Bearer Request/Response messages in the case 

that the other side does not support the optional messages.  

It is recommended that IxLoad is also compatible with the other side, 

which may not support optional messages of handover procedure. For 

example, IxLoad could provide an option to enable or disable the op-

tional messages. This feature has been suggested as a feature request to 

Ixia. 

7.1.2 IxLoad Report Generator 

IxLoad supplies a set of statistics for different layers and collects all the 

data in the csv logs under the background, when running a test case. 

Based on the amount of logs, it is possible for IxLoad to produce a 

complete report that states the detailed simulation results for analysis of 

the test case. However, even in the latest version, only the statistics of 

layer 7 applications are included in the report, which is not sufficient to 

outline the entire test results. For instance, most of the test cases in this 

thesis work are based on the eGTP stack. It is recommended that the 

statistic report could contain the eGTP group and the L2/L3 group. 
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Moreover, in the graphical timelines per activity chapter of the IxLoad 

report, there is a table to describe the latency of certain activities with 

the Minimum/Maximum/Average values. For most of the activities, the 

maximum value is far beyond the average value. Figure 7-3 is HTTP 

connection latency statistics recorded in report.   

 
Figure 7-3 HTTP connection Latencies in the IxLoad report 

In the table of Figure 7-3, the maximum HTTP connect latency is up to 

2458 μs and the average latency is about 248 μs. The average value is 

very close to the minimum value, but there is an extremely awful peak 

latency which is around ten times as the average value. In this case, the 

peak value more looks like an unexpected jitter in the network. From 

the perspective of analyzing network latency, it is better to show the 

distribution of the latency of packet, instead of maximum latency and 

minimum latency during the running time. IxLoad could split the time-

line between minimum latency and maximum latency into several 

intervals of equal size and count the delayed packet number for each 

interval. This feature could be placed in the process of collecting statis-

tics. However, this proposal has its limitation that user cannot control 

the latency. The extension of above proposal is to take packet latency of 

practical network into account during the simulation. IxLoad could 

provide an acceptable latency distribution by default and it is allowed to 

be configured by user for different purposes. Based on the configuration 

of latency distribution, IxLoad generates traffic. This feature will make 

user be able to control network latency, while emulating the real world 

traffic. 

7.1.3 Three-Way and Four-Way Tear Down  

IxLoad has a termination option in TCP configuration for HTTP applica-

tion, which determines the method that server uses to close the TCP 

connections. The default setting of termination option uses three-way 

tear down to terminate connection with the messages FIN ACK, FIN 

ACK and ACK. If four-way tear down is chosen, IxLoad attempts to 
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close the connection by the using messages FIN ACK, ACK, FIN ACK 

and ACK. Figure 7-4 shows the handshake procedure of the two meth-

ods for TCP termination in HTTP 1.0. 

 
Figure 7-4 three-way and four-way teardown in TCP 

In the back to back test environment, with the same configuration, three-

way handshake results in higher throughput than four-way handshake, 

because two more efficient modules stackAdapter and koneLib are 

loaded during the simulation in the case of three-way handshake. Both 

modules can push very high throughput. However, in the single user 

throughput test in MPG environment, especially with packet inspection, 

the opposite result that four-way tear down shows much higher 

throughput is obtained. It is hard to explain why IxLoad has entirely 

different throughput performance under two test environments. As it is 

an ongoing issue, hopefully soon some feedback can be received from 

Ixia.  

It is recommended to add some comments in the user guide to clarify 

that the selection of three-way handshake or four-way handshake op-

tion in configuration not only introduces different way to close TCP 

connection, but also brings in different throughput performance. 

7.1.4 Limitation of IPv6 

In the process of assessing eGTP stack of IxLoad, this thesis witnesses 

some limitations of IxLoad in the IPv6 traffic. 

Currently IxLoad is not supporting to configure the IPv6 parameters for 

the RADIUS messages. IxLoad does not support the Multimedia Mes-

saging Service (MMS) traffic with MM1 protocol either, under the condi-

tion that MM1 is the interface between UE and an MMSC. 

In the latest release 5.30EB of IxLoad, it declares that the emulated 

eNodeB and MME stack is working over IPv6. Because of the time 
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limitation, the verification on IPv6 signaling has not been executed in 

this thesis. It could be considered as part of future work. 

7.1.5 Future Suggestions of Improving the IxLoad 

eGTP Impairment  

The real network condition is not always as ideal as expected, especially 

LTE network. LTE is open for both trusted access and non-trusted 

access. There is a higher potential risk that some devices or software 

programs used in LTE network are not compliant to specification strictly 

and thus generate exception events that LTE network may not be able to 

handle. It is important for IxLoad to be able to simulate both main flows 

and exceptional flows.   

In IxLoad, the impairment plug-in is used to manipulate network flow 

by injecting delay, drop, reorder packets, fragmentation or errors. 

IxLoad has developed impairment plug-in inside the GTP stack, but the 

eGTP stack is not supported. GTP stack is used for emulating the traffic 

of GSM and UMTS. LTE’s traffic is based on eGTP stack. Compared 

with GSM and UMTS, LTE suffers more interference from UEs. Hence 

this impairment plug-in is more essential for eGTP stack. With this plug-

in, IxLoad can not only simulate the ideal LTE traffic but also emulate 

the real LTE traffic. 

eGTP Wizard  

In the verification of the eGTP templates of IxLoad, most of eGTP rxf 

files have a set of the configurations in common, such as the network 

element IP address and VLAN, UE and APN configurations. At present, 

when creating a new eGTP based rxf, the user needs to add the emulat-

ed eGTP stack over IP first, and then modify all the default values that 

are provided by Ixia to the values that match the real test environment. 

The user must also click, modify and change the panels a lot. All the 

actions do not seem convenient. Considering that IxLoad has already 

developed some Net Traffic wizards in the GUI, it is recommended that 

IxLoad also provides an eGTP wizard for generating a basic eGTP 

configuration file. 

IxLoad GUI 

In the current version of IxLoad, with any mis-operation, the user has to 

rollback to the previous configuration manually. Sometimes it will cause 
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a lot of extra work. It is needed that IxLoad introduces an undo and 

redo operation. 

7.2 Feedback to Ericsson (Ericsson Confidential) 

Due to the Ericsson confidential rule, this section will not be shown in 

the official report. 
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8 Conclusions 

8.1 Conclusions to IxLoad Assessment 

This master thesis aims to assess the capacity and LTE functionality of 

IxLoad in the MPG test environment. A brief introduction to the EPS, 

EPC, the functionality of MPG in addition to the role of MPG in EPS is 

given to assist the overall understanding of the readers in relation to the 

LTE network and the Ericsson MPG. In a similar manner IxLoad 

overview is presented to spread the common sense of IxLoad.  

Using the above knowledge based on the goals made in Section 1.4, 

several test cases have been designed to verify the capacity and the 

functionality of IxLoad. The capacity estimation verifies that IxLoad can 

actually support the maximum number of simulated users as promised 

by Ixia, in the MPG with a particular application. The maximum 

throughput that IxLoad can achieve with the particular number of 

simulated users is also tested and the simulation results basically match 

the official performance published by Ixia.  

During the process of the functionality assessment, this thesis checks the 

Busy Hour Functionality, Deep Packet Inspection, Multiple APNs as 

well as the Dynamic Quality of Service Enforcement, in addition to the 

Session Management such as the Track Area Update and Handover. 

There was a pass achieved in all the test cases relating to the 

functionality assessment. With the expectation of the FTP and 

Application Reply, all the tests involving the capacity estimation have 

achieved the performance figures promised by Ixia promised. The issues 

that have been discovered during the test have been forwarded to Ixia. 

Some patches corresponding to the issues have already been released by 

Ixia.  
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This thesis proves that IxLoad is a powerful real-world traffic emulator 

which is as good as declared by Ixia in its website. However, it is still not 

yet the perfect article. Some suggestions are proposed in the thesis, for 

the majority of which involve extending the functionality of IxLoad and 

improving its usage. With the suggested improvements, IxLoad would 

be able to simulate many more common scenarios such as eGTP 

impairment and it would be easier to  operate it by using the eGTP 

Wizard. From release 5.10 to release 5.30, there has been a qualitative 

change in IxLoad and it is to be hoped that the next release will still 

provide a tremendous visual impact. 

In summary, this thesis work completes all the concrete and verifiable 

goals of Section 1.4 and achieves the overall aim of Section 1.2. 

8.2 Future Work 

2G GSM and 3G UMTS technologies have been adopted by the major 

operators in the most countries. More than 2 billion subscribers have 

already proved the success of both technologies. As a reliable successor 

of UMTS, LTE is facing more challenges than was the case with its 

predecessor. For example, it has to handle the IP transition from IPv4 to 

IPv6 smoothly and to seamlessly enable mobility between LTE and 

other technologies such as WCDMA. It is interesting to emulate these 

scenarios using IxLoad to check whether all the network element 

simulators perform in a correct manner. That could be the future work.   

IPv4 is the fourth revision of the Internet Protocol, which provides about 

4.3 billion IP addresses for Internet connection [36]. Each device must 

pose at least one IP address in order to connect to the Internet. The rapid 

development of the Internet industry means that more and more people 

would like the ability to access Internet and thus there has been an 

increase in devices such as IPTV which are required in order to make 

this connection. These requirements mean that there is an acceleration in 

the likelihood that the IPv4 addresses will run out. The last block of IPv4 

address was handed out in Feb 2011. It means that IPv4 address will be 

exhausted officially. The IPv6 will inevitably replace the IPv4 but it is 

still in its infancy and thus the two will have to coexist for a period of 

time. In LTE, there are three types of PDN connections: IPv4, IPv6 and 

the dual stack IPv4/IPv6 which are supported by EPS. For the first two 

types, PGW assigns either an IPv4 or IPv6 address to UE for PDN con-

nection. In the dual stack model, an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address 

are allocated to UE during the PDN connection setup. Hence, UE can 
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use an IPv4 address to communicate with other devices of the same 

PDN, which only support IPv4 address. The IPv6 address has been 

developed for exchanging data with devices which are using an IPv6 

address in PDN. Because most of the old Internet devices are still using 

an IPv4 and the new Internet devices start to adopt the IPv6 in order to 

avoid an address bottleneck of for IPv4, the dual stack IPv4/IPv6 will be 

a common solution for the Internet connection, until the IPv4 is com-

pletely removed from the Internet. All the test cases for this thesis are 

based on the single stack model. In the future, more time should be 

spent on testing network element behaviour in the dual stack mode.  

The US research organization Maravedis reports that the top 25 opera-

tors have committed to LTE and the investment for the LTE infrastruc-

ture will amount to 14 billion dollars by 2015 [37]. Because of resource 

limitation, it is impractical to cover LTE services to all the regions within 

a short time period. Operators prefer to firstly launch LTE services in the 

urban area before the suburbs. For subscribers, it is unacceptable, if all 

the services are lost as soon as they move to the suburbs. Operators also 

want to reuse all the radio access resources of the previous network. A 

compromise solution thus appears; by using mobility technologies, 

subscribers are allowed to move seamlessly between LTE and other 

radio access networks. Intra LTE mobility was introduced in Section 

4.3.3.  

In addition, there is also Inter RAT mobility and Inter Technology 

mobility. Inter RAT mobility refers to mobility between LTE and the 

earlier 3GPP technologies, such as GSM and WCDMA. The mobility 

between LTE and non 3GPP technologies such as Worldwide Interoper-

ability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is Inter Technology mobility. 

Compared to the Inter Technology mobility, the Inter RAT mobility is 

more mature, since these technologies are all standardized by 3GPP. 

This thesis has had both time and test environment limitations in order 

to assess the mobility between LTE and the earlier 3GPP technologies 

with IxLoad.  

Moreover, S1-based handover has not been verified in this thesis, as 

mentioned in Section 3.1.5. S1-based handover of intra LTE mobility and 

inter Technology mobility could also form part of future work. 
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